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ABSTRACT
We carry out a multi-wavelength study of individual galaxies detected by the Balloon-borne Large Aperture
Submillimeter Telescope (BLAST) and identified at other wavelengths, using data spanning the radio to
the ultraviolet (UV). We develop a Monte Carlo method to account for flux boosting, source blending, and
correlations among bands, which we use to derive deboosted far-infrared (FIR) luminosities for our sample.
We estimate total star-formation rates for BLAST counterparts with z ≤ 0.9 by combining their FIR and
UV luminosities. Star formation is heavily obscured at LFIR & 10
11 L⊙, z & 0.5, but the contribution from
unobscured starlight cannot be neglected at LFIR . 10
11 L⊙, z . 0.25. We assess that about 20% of the
galaxies in our sample show indication of a type-1 active galactic nucleus (AGN), but their submillimeter
emission is mainly due to star formation in the host galaxy. We compute stellar masses for a subset of 92
BLAST counterparts; these are relatively massive objects, with a median mass of ∼ 1011M⊙, which seem to
link the 24µm and SCUBA populations, in terms of both stellar mass and star-formation activity. The bulk of
the BLAST counterparts at z . 1 appear to be run-of-the-mill star-forming galaxies, typically spiral in shape,
with intermediate stellar masses and practically constant specific star-formation rates. On the other hand,
the high-z tail of the BLAST counterparts significantly overlaps with the SCUBA population, in terms of
both star-formation rates and stellar masses, with observed trends of specific star-formation rate that support
strong evolution and downsizing.
Subject headings: cosmology: observations — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: high-redshift — submillimeter — surveys
1. Introduction
The physical processes associated with the evolution
of the Universe have left an imprint in the extragalac-
tic background light. The far-infrared (FIR) portion of
the background is associated with forming galaxies in
which the ultraviolet (UV) photons emitted by new born
stars are absorbed and re-radiated by dust in the IR.
Roughly half of the energy content of the starlight inte-
grated over the age of the Universe is stored in the Cos-
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mic Infrared Background (CIB), glowing with a broad
peak at around 200µm (Puget et al. 1996; Fixsen et al.
1998; Dwek et al. 1998). The tight connection between
star formation and FIR luminosity provides a route to
understanding the history of star formation in the Uni-
verse, by means of studying the CIB at wavelengths close
to its peak (Gispert et al. 2000; Rowan-Robinson 2001;
Chary & Elbaz 2001; Hauser & Dwek 2001).
The first leg on this route is to identify the sources
contributing to the CIB. Ground-based surveys with the
Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer Array (SCUBA)
have revealed the existence of a population of distant,
highly dust-obscured galaxies, similar to the Ultra Lu-
minous Infrared Galaxies (ULIRGs) detected by IRAS
(Smail et al. 1997; Hughes et al. 1998; Barger et al.
1998), which make up all the background at 850µm
(Blain et al. 1999). However, at these wavelengths the
energy in the CIB is only one-thirtieth of the value at its
peak, and the SCUBA population only contributes 20–
30% to the CIB at its peak (Coppin et al. 2006; Dye et al.
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2007).
Recent progress has been made through new observa-
tions obtained at 24, 70, and 160µm by the MIPS instru-
ment aboard the Spitzer Space Telescope (Rieke et al.
2004), and at 250, 350 and 500µm by the Balloon-
borne Large Aperture Submillimeter Telescope (BLAST,
Devlin et al. 2004; Pascale et al. 2008), a forerunner of
the SPIRE instrument (Griffin et al. 2010) on the Her-
schel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010). These
wavelengths bracket the CIB peak; several authors have
shown through stacking analyses that 24µm-selected
galaxies resolve the CIB background, both on the short-
wavelength side of the peak (Dole et al. 2006) and on its
long-wavelength side (Devlin et al. 2009; Marsden et al.
2009).
Sources identified at 24µm are mostly unresolved in
the FIR, and have a redshift distribution with median
of 0.9 (Pascale et al. 2009). A detailed multiwavelength
study of these sources is the necessary next step. Starting
from a catalog of ≥ 5σ BLAST sources, Dye et al. (2009,
hereafter D09) have identified counterparts in 24µm and
radio catalogs (BLAST IDs). These tend to be relatively
nearby sources (median z of 0.6, inter-quartile range of
0.2–1.0), with a median dust temperature of 26 K and a
median bolometric FIR luminosity of 4× 1011 L⊙, which
contribute 20% to the CIB at 250µm. Identified BLAST
sources typically lie at lower redshifts and have lower
rest-frame dust temperatures compared to submillime-
ter (submm) sources detected in surveys conducted with
SCUBA (Chapman et al. 2005; Pope et al. 2005). How-
ever, D09 also note that the ∼ 40% of BLAST sources
without identified counterparts probably lie at higher
redshifts on average. Finally, D09 illustrate how the ap-
parent increase in dust temperature and FIR luminosity
with redshift occurs as a result of selection effects.
We also note that three other multi-wavelength studies
of fainter BLAST sources discovered in the deepest part
of the map have been undertaken. Dunlop et al. (2010)
concentrate on 250µm radio-identified sources within
GOODS-S (Dickinson et al. 2003, see Section 2.1) where
the deepest ancillary data coincide. Chapin et al. (2010)
use overlapping BLAST 250–500µm and LABOCA
870µm (Weiß et al. 2009) data in the larger Extended
Chandra Deep-Field South (ECDFS) to constrain the
Rayleigh-Jeans tail more accurately than was possible in
D09. Finally, Ivison et al. (2010) study the FIR/radio
correlation for a catalog of BLAST 250µm-selected
galaxies in the ECDFS; this sample is deeper than the
D09 one, and yet slightly shallower than the selection in
Dunlop et al. (2010). There is little overlap between the
sources used in these studies and the shallower/wider-
area sample from D09.
The basis of our present study is the D09 sample as
its brighter, and lower-redshift objects were most eas-
ily followed-up in the optical and UV. However, we first
extend the submm analysis of D09 by accounting for
flux boosting, source blending and correlations among
BLAST bands that inevitably arise in IR surveys as a
consequence of finite instrumental angular resolution and
source confusion (Coppin et al. 2005). We then iden-
tify counterparts to the BLAST IDs in the near- and
far- UV GALEX maps, in order to quantify the total
dust-obscured and unobscured star formation, as de-
scribed by several authors (Bell 2003; Hirashita et al.
2003; Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. 2006; Buat et al. 2007). We
also extend the analysis of Eales et al. (2009, hereafter
E09) to combine spectroscopic data of BLAST IDs with
optical, near-IR (NIR) and mid-IR (MIR) photometry
in order to place firmer constraints on source redshifts,
morphology, AGN fraction, and stellar masses.
We are able to assign spectroscopic and photometric
redshifts to ∼62% of the BLAST IDs. We use this in-
formation to estimate the rest-frame total FIR luminos-
ity from the combined BLAST and MIPS photometry.
We compare our FIR luminosities with those obtained
from MIPS photometry only, finding a significant dis-
crepancy for high luminosity sources (LFIR & 5 × 10
11
L⊙) at z & 0.5. The BLAST and SPIRE wavebands are
therefore fundamental in constraining the peak of hidden
star formation at high redshift (see also e.g. Schulz et al.
2010; Elbaz et al. 2010).
In addition, UV counterparts are found for about 60%
of the BLAST IDs. This allows us to estimate the frac-
tion of UV photons that manage to escape the dust
shroud, which is then combined with FIR data to build
an estimator of the total star-formation rate (SFRtot) on-
going in these sources. Recent observations at the same
wavelengths (Rodighiero et al. 2010) delineate the UV
contribution as marginal at all redshifts. We find that
star formation is heavily obscured at LFIR & 10
11 L⊙,
z & 0.5, but unobscured starlight plays an important
role in low redshift, low FIR luminosity sources (z . 0.25,
LFIR . 10
11 L⊙), in agreement with Buat et al. (2010).
We reanalyze the optical spectroscopy data from
the AAOmega survey presented in E09 to obtain Hα
equivalent widths and [NII]/Hα line ratios. This spec-
tral analysis, combined with a qualitative study of the
radio, MIR and optical emission, allows us to assess
whether or not a BLAST galaxy is hosting an active
nucleus: roughly 20% of the objects in our sample
show evidence of AGN presence. Recent observations of
FIR-selected samples (Wiebe et al. 2009; Coppin et al.
2010; Muzzin et al. 2010; Hatziminaoglou et al. 2010;
Shao et al. 2010; Elbaz et al. 2010) show that the submm
emission of such objects is mainly due to star forma-
tion ongoing in the host galaxy, rather than due to
the AGN. Therefore we do not to explicitly exclude
AGN from our analysis, unlike other authors (Bell 2003;
Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. 2006; Buat et al. 2007), but rather
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flag them as such. Visual examination of BLAST IDs in
UV, optical and MIR images (see Appendix A) is used
to derive a broad morphological classification of these
objects: at low redshift we find predominantly spirals,
whereas most of the BLAST sources identified at high
redshift are compact and show AGN signatures. This
is probably a selection bias, as the fraction of submm
sources identified at other wavelengths gradually de-
creases with z (see D09), and the farthest objects can
often be identified only if they are particularly bright in
the radio or in the optical, frequently an indication of
AGN presence. As a matter of fact, the analysis carried
out by Dunlop et al. (2010) shows that a deep survey at
250µm not only contains low-z spirals, but also extreme
dust-enshrouded starburst galaxies at z ∼ 2. Our anal-
ysis tends to miss the latter because they are typically
extremely faint in the optical/UV, unless they also host
an AGN.
Finally, stellar masses (M⋆) are estimated using the
method detailed in Dye (2008), in order to study whether
or not specific star-formation rates (SSFR ≡ SFR/M⋆)
depend on stellar mass and LFIR. The SSFR plays an im-
portant role as it measures the time scale of recent star
formation in a galaxy, as compared to the star-formation
rate integrated over the galaxy’s history. Several stud-
ies (Santini et al. 2009; Rodighiero et al. 2010, and refer-
ences therein) report that the SSFR increases with red-
shift at all masses, whereas the dependence of SSFR on
mass is one of the most debated questions. In particular,
we aim to understand whether or not sources selected at
wavelengths longward of 200µm are experiencing a ma-
jor episode of star formation, forming stars more actively
than in their recent past and building up a substantial
fraction of their final stellar mass. We highlight a di-
chotomy in the BLAST population: sources at z . 1
appear to be run-of-the-mill star-forming galaxies with
intermediate stellar masses (median M⋆ ∼ 7 × 10
10M⊙)
and approximately constant SSFRs, whereas the high-z
tail of the BLAST counterparts significantly encroaches
on the SCUBA population detected in the SHADES sur-
vey (Dye et al. 2008), in terms of both stellar masses and
SSFRs. This is expected since there is good overlap be-
tween fainter BLAST sources and 870µm-selected galax-
ies (Dunlop et al. 2010; Chapin et al. 2010), but it is also
important to establish an additional link with a shallower
BLAST sample, using a methodology equivalent to that
of SHADES. In addition, since the more massive BLAST
galaxies at intermediate redshifts (0 < z < 1) seem to
form stars more vividly than the equally massive and
aged 24µm sources detected in the GOODS survey, we
suggest that the BLAST counterparts may act as linking
population between the 24µm-selected sources and the
SCUBA starbursts.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section
2 we describe in detail the maps, images and catalogs
used throughout this paper. Section 3 and Section 4 are
concerned with luminosities and star-formation rates in
the FIR and UV, respectively. In Section 5 we build
a unified estimator of total star formation and discuss
the first results. In Section 6 we estimate the AGN
content of our sample, while in Section 7 we outline a
broad morphological scheme for our sources. In Section
8 we compute the stellar masses and present the main
results. Section 9 contains our conclusions. Throughout
this paper we assume the standard concordance cosmol-
ogy: ΩM = 0.274, ΩΛ = 0.726, H0 = 70.5 km s
−1 Mpc−1
(Hinshaw et al. 2009).
2. Data
This Section describes the data sets used for our anal-
ysis, spanning from the UV to the submillimeter.
2.1. Submillimeter data
We use data from the wide-area extragalactic survey of
BLAST described by Devlin et al. (2009), and centered
on the Great Observatory Origins Deep Survey-South
(GOODS-S, Dickinson et al. 2003, which in turn is cen-
tered on the Chandra Deep-Field South, CDFS) region.
The maps cover an area of 8.7 deg2 with a 1σ depth of
36, 31 and 20mJy at 250, 350, and 500µm, respectively.
We refer to this region as the BLAST GOODS South
Wide (BGS-Wide). A smaller region of 0.8 deg2 (BGS-
Deep) nested inside BGS-Wide has a 1σ depth of 11, 9
and 6mJy at 250, 350, and 500µm, respectively. These
depths account for the instrumental noise only, and do
not include confusion. Marsden et al. (2009) estimate
that fluctuations arising from unresolved sources are a
factor two larger than instrumental noise at 500µm, in
BGS-Deep. Catalogs of sources detected at each wave-
length in BGS-Deep and BGS-Wide are presented by
Devlin et al. (2009).
D09 combine these single-wavelength catalogs by se-
lecting sources with a ≥ 5σ (instrumental only, no
confusion noise) significance in at least one of the
bands. They use this multi-band catalog to iden-
tify counterparts (BLAST primary IDs) in deep radio
(ACTA and VLA, Norris et al. 2006; Miller et al. 2008)
and 24µm (SWIRE and FIDEL, Lonsdale et al. 2004;
Dickinson & FIDEL team 2007; Magnelli et al. 2009)
surveys. The BLAST primary IDs all have ≤ 5% proba-
bility of being a chance alignment. They also compile a
list of secondary IDs, with different counterparts associ-
ated to the same BLAST source as the primary ID, but
with larger probability of being a chance alignment.
In this work we present an extended version of the
D09 catalog of BLAST primary IDs which contains 227
BLAST sources. In the following sections we update this
list to include UV data, recent redshifts, corrections for
submm flux boosting and blending, morphology, AGN
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features, and star-formation rates (see Appendix B for
data tables). The list of secondary IDs is extensively
discussed in E09 and we do not investigate them further.
We emphasize again that the sample studied in this
work comprises the subset of BLAST-selected bright
sources for which optical spectroscopy/photometry is
available, and/or for which we find a clear counterpart in
the UV. Naturally, this is only a fraction of sources that
would be in a purely BLAST-selected catalog, skewed
towards lower redshifts and strong optical/UV fluxes.
2.2. Optical spectroscopy
A spectroscopic follow-up of the BLAST IDs was car-
ried out with the AAOmega optical spectrograph at the
Anglo-Australian Telescope. The BLAST spectroscopic
redshift survey is discussed in E09, as well as the reduc-
tion of the spectral data; here we extend their analysis
and results (see Sections 6, 7 and Tables 2, B1).
AAOmega (AAO, Sharp et al. 2006) consists of 392,
2′′-wide fibers feeding light from targets within a 2◦ field-
of-view; the configuration of diffraction gratings was cho-
sen to yield a wavelength coverage from 370 to 880 nm,
with spectral resolution λ/δλ ≃ 1300. At redshifts lower
than 1, this allows us to detect two or more of the follow-
ing lines: [OII] 372.7, Calcium H and K, Hβ,[OIII] 495.9
and 500.7, Hα, [NII] 658.3 and [SII] 671.6 and 673.1. At
redshifts greater than 1, we only rely on broad emission
lines, such as Lyman α, SiIV 140.3, CIII] 190.9 and CIV
154.9.
We have produced two prioritized lists of targets. The
first list comprises ≥ 3.5σ BLAST sources with primary
radio or 24µm counterparts1. Sources selected at 24µm
are also included in the target list to use all the available
fibers. The second list contains the secondary BLAST
IDs, plus 24 µm sources.
The net observing time for the list of primary targets
was 7 hr, obtaining spectra for 669 sources (316 BLAST
IDs, and 356 SWIRE sources). The list of secondary tar-
gets was observed for only 1 hr (due to poor weather),
obtaining 335 spectra (77 BLAST IDs, and 258 SWIRE
sources). Spectroscopic redshifts were consequently ob-
tained by E09 for 212 BLAST IDs in the primary list,
193 of which have ≥ 75% confidence level (c.l.), and for
11 BLAST IDs in the secondary list (all with ≥ 75% c.l.).
It is important to clarify here that the two lists used
for the AAO observations are not fully coincident with
the D09 list discussed in the previous section and used
in this work. However, a large overlap among sources in
these lists is present and 82 sources from the D09 catalog
of BLAST IDs have AAO redshifts, all with ≥ 95% c.l.
(see Table B1).
1If only the 24 µm counterpart is present, we refine the position of
the source by matching it with optical or IRAC 3.6µm coordinates.
Using the available spectra we estimate Hα Equiva-
lent Widths (EWs) and [NII]/Hα line ratios for 56 of
these 82 sources. The remaining 26 sources either are at
too high redshift for the Hα line to fall in our spectral
coverage (z & 0.33), or have spectra with poor signal-to-
noise ratio. We calculate the uncertainties on the EWs
as quadrature sum of the measurement error, estimated
with a bootstrapping technique applied to the individ-
ual spectra, and the Poisson noise, estimated following
Vollmann & Eversberg (2006, Equation 7).
We list the rest-frame EWs, EWrf = EW/(1 + z),
in Table B1, along with their uncertainties and the
[NII]/Hα line ratios. Note that we have applied a 1 A˚ cor-
rection to the Hα EWrf for underlying stellar absorption
(Hopkins et al. 2003; Balogh et al. 2004).
2.3. UV data
We identify near-UV (NUV) and far-UV (FUV) coun-
terparts to BLAST IDs by searching for GALEX sources
in the Deep Imaging Survey (DIS, Martin et al. 2005,
data release GR–4/5) within 6′′ of the radio or 24µm
counterpart2, a separation just slightly larger than the
GALEX PSF FWHM (Morrissey et al. 2007). This
choice is justified by the presence of a few extended ob-
jects, unresolved by the submillimetric beam, that con-
tribute to the same BLAST source (see Section 7). After
visual inspection of the UV images, we have added one
additional interacting system extending beyond 6′′ from
the BLAST ID (#2); in this case we integrate the UV
magnitude from both the interacting objects, because
they fall within the same BLAST beam. We estimate
FUV and NUV magnitudes using the standard GALEX
pipeline (Morrissey et al. 2007) for most IDs, whereas we
perform aperture photometry on 13 extended objects. A
magnitude is considered to be unreliable if the source is
either confused or blended with a star.
We find that 144 BLAST IDs have a NUV counterpart
(136 with reliable magnitude), and 113 have a FUV coun-
terpart (107 with reliable magnitude). Three sources are
outside the area covered by the DIS, and the remaining
80 BLAST IDs have no obvious counterpart. By compar-
ing the flux estimates for objects detected in more than
one GALEX tile (pointing), we find that the average un-
certainty associated with the reproducibility of the mea-
surement is 0.06 and 0.11mag in NUV and FUV, respec-
tively. For bright galaxies, these values are larger than
the uncertainty in the calibration (0.03 and 0.05mag in
the NUV and FUV, respectively; Morrissey et al. 2007),
and in the source extraction procedure (≤ 0.02 mag).
The uncertainty on a quoted UV magnitude is therefore
the sum in quadrature of these three terms, and it lies in
the 1σ range of 0.07–0.25mag and 0.12–0.5mag in NUV
2If both counterparts are present, we use the arithmetic mean be-
tween the two sets of coordinates: [αBLAST, δBLAST].
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and FUV, respectively.
GALEX postage-stamp images, 2′ × 2′ wide, are used
to study the UV-morphology of the BLAST IDs; a se-
lection3 of these is shown in Figure A1. UV magnitudes
and uncertainties are listed in Table B2.
2.4. SWIRE 70 and 160 µm MIPS maps
We use 70 and 160µm fluxes extracted from SWIRE
maps (Lonsdale et al. 2004) at positions [αBLAST, δBLAST]
to constrain the SED of each BLAST source at wave-
lengths shorter than the emission peak (see Section 3.2).
These maps overlap almost completely with BGS-Wide,
and all the ≥ 5σ BLAST sources investigated in this
work lie within them. The 1σ depth of the maps is 3.6
and 20.8mJy at 70 and 160µm, respectively.
2.5. MIR/NIR/optical images and catalogs
In addition to the aforementioned UVGALEX images,
we investigate BLAST source morphology using optical
and IR images. The latter are 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8µm
IRAC (Fazio et al. 2004) images from the SWIRE survey.
In the optical, we examine (U g r)-band images, acquired
with the 4m Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
(CTIO) as part of the SWIRE survey, and R-band images
from the COMBO–17 survey (Wolf et al. 2004, 2008). In
Figure A1 we show 2′ × 2′ cut-outs for a selection3 of
BLAST IDs.
For the purpose of studying the morphology, AGN
fraction and stellar mass, we have also matched, using
a search radius of 3′′ as in D09, the catalog of BLAST
IDs to the following catalogs:
1. the SWIRE band-merged catalog consisting of opti-
cal (U g r i z) and MIR IRAC fluxes4 (Surace et al.
2005);
2. the 17 band COMBO–17 optical catalog (Wolf et al.
2004, 2008);
3. the Multi-wavelength Survey by Yale-Chile (MUSYC;
Gawiser et al. 2006) catalog for NIR photometry
(J- and K-band).
As a result of this analysis, out of 227 BLAST IDs:
• 205 (90%) have an IRAC counterpart from the
SWIRE survey;
• 114 (50%) have an optical (SWIRE and/or COMBO–
17), and either a NIR (MUSYC) or MIR (3.6 or
4.5µm, IRAC) counterpart5;
3The complete set of full-color cut-outs can be found at
http://blastexperiment.info/results images/moncelsi/
4The lower limits for inclusion in the catalog are 7 (10σ), 7 (5σ),
41.8 (5σ) and 48.6µJy (5σ) at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8µm, respectively.
5We note that the sky overlap among BGS, SWIRE, COMBO–17
and MUSYC is limited to a ∼ 4.15 deg2 region.
• 102 of the above 114 are detected in a minimum of
5 bands (optical, NIR and MIR);
• 52 of the above 102 have J- and K-band photom-
etry from MUSYC.
We use the wealth of ancillary information for a variety of
purposes: we refer to Sections 6, 7 and 8 for discussions
on AGN fraction, morphology and stellar masses.
2.6. Redshifts
In addition to the 82 spectroscopic redshifts obtained
with AAO for the BLAST primary IDs, we have found
5 additional spectroscopic redshifts by exploring the
NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) with a 1′′
search radius around each ID. For the other sources,
we use photometric redshifts from the MUSYC-EAZY
(Taylor et al. 2009), COMBO–17 (Wolf et al. 2004, 2008,
only sources with R ≤ 24) and Rowan-Robinson et al.
(2008, RR08) catalogs, using again a 1′′ search radius.
We carefully inspect each individual alignment by taking
into account the imaging data in Figure A1, the UV pho-
tometry, the SED in the FIR/submm, and any additional
information available from NED. In cases of BLAST IDs
with more than one associated photometric redshift, pri-
ority is given in the order: EAZY, COMBO–17, and
RR08. We have thereby acquired 53 additional photo-
metric redshifts, of which 20 are from EAZY, 6 from
COMBO–17 and 27 from RR08.
We have succeeded in assigning 140 redshifts out of
227 (∼ 62%) objects in our sample. The redshifts are
listed in Table B1, along with their provenance. Figure 1
shows the redshift distribution of the whole BLAST ID
catalog, and of the UV subset used in Section 5 for dis-
cussion of the total star-formation rates. The number of
sources with redshift is doubled with respect to the ro-
bust sample of D096, but the median redshift is roughly
halved. This apparent pronounced discrepancy, limited
to the z . 0.2 bin, amounts to 40 sources and is due to
the combination of two selection effects. First, roughly
15 sources in D09 with z . 0.2 (mostly from RR08) do
not make it into the robust sample, mainly because the
photometric redshift is intrinsically unreliable or, in a
handful of cases, because the BLAST source has been
spuriously identified with the counterpart. Second, 27
other sources with redshifts estimated in this work have
no redshift in D09, because they have neither sky cov-
erage from COMBO–17 nor from RR08; of these 27, 21
are from AAO, and 24 have z . 0.25. Therefore the ap-
parent excess of low-z sources with respect to D09 partly
reflects the inclusion of the AAO spectroscopic redshifts
(naturally skewed towards low-z) and partly lies in the
6The robustness of a source is assessed by D09 based solely on the
goodness of the SED fit.
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intrinsic robustness in D09 of either the photometric red-
shift or the counterpart itself.
Fig. 1.— Redshift distributions for the whole catalog of
BLAST IDs and for the subsample with UV data. The
former has a median of 0.29 and an inter-quartile range of
0.12–0.84; the latter has a median of 0.18 and an inter-
quartile range of 0.10–0.34. We also show the redshift
distribution for the robust sample of D09, with median
of 0.6 and an inter-quartile range of 0.2–1.0.
It is worth noting here that this study misses a large
fraction of the high-z BLAST sources that are known to
constitute an important part of the BLAST population
(Devlin et al. 2009; Marsden et al. 2009; Pascale et al.
2009). This is again due to the combination of two fac-
tors. First, ∼ 38% of the BLAST IDs presented in this
paper do not have a redshift estimate; using informa-
tion about the UV identification rate (similarly to D09),
we can argue that more than half of the sources with-
out a redshift estimate lie at z & 0.7. In fact, 90 out of
99 (91%) sources at z ≤ 0.7 (and 96 out of 115, 83%,
sources at z ≤ 1) have a GALEX counterpart; now, of
the 87 sources with no redshift estimate, 57 (66%) do not
have a GALEX counterpart. Under the assumption that
the UV identification rate is a reasonable (if coarse) esti-
mator of redshift, arguably more than half of the sources
without a redshift estimate lie at z & 0.7 and roughly
half lie at z & 1. Secondly, D09 starts with a cata-
log composed of bright, ≥ 5σ sources with flux densities
≥ 33mJy at 250µm, ≥ 27mJy at 350µm, and ≥ 19mJy
at 500µm; Dunlop et al. (2010) and Chapin et al. (2010)
clearly show the necessity of digging deeper into the
BLAST maps, with the aid of the deepest available multi-
wavelength data, in order to identify the faintest, high-z
BLAST galaxies. Of course, this is done at the expense
of the size of the submm sample, which inevitably drops
to a few tens of sources.
Nonetheless, the present study is still unique in terms
of size of the sample, wavelength coverage, depth and
quality of the ancillary data. Indeed, IRAS sources have
been studied at many wavelengths (e.g. Della Valle et al.
2006; Mazzei et al. 2007), but with little knowledge of
the details of the cold dust emission from which the
FIR star-formation rate estimates come. Some improve-
ments have been made with the SCUBA Local Uni-
verse and Galaxy Survey (SLUGS; Dunne et al. 2000;
Vlahakis et al. 2005), but still with limited ability to es-
timate the bolometric FIR luminosity. The results in
this paper probably will not be immediately replaced by
deeper surveys undertaken by Herschel; in fact, even the
much more sensitive observations carried out with SPIRE
will have to face the lack of deeper ancillary data. This
is especially true in the optical/NIR, where most of the
z > 2 submm galaxies are much too faint to be detected
by instruments like AAOmega, and in the radio, where
the identification rate of the faintest z > 2 sources drops
drastically, even when using the deepest available data
(VLA).
3. FIR luminosities and SFRs
3.1. Deboosting the BLAST fluxes
The sources in the BLAST catalog used by D09 to
identify counterparts in the radio and 24µm were de-
tected directly from the maps of BGS-Deep and BGS-
Wide. While the details of the catalog are discussed
there, it is useful to summarize here the procedure to
clarify what are the potential biases.
First, a catalog of BLAST sources with detection sig-
nificance higher than 3σ is made at each wavelength, in-
dependently. Each entry in the catalog is then position-
ally matched across the three bands, with the require-
ment of a 5σ detection in at least one band. The signifi-
cance here is relative to instrumental noise, and does not
include confusion noise. A new position is assigned to the
source by averaging its positions in the original single-
wavelength catalogs, with weights estimated by taking
into account the beam sizes and the signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs) of the detections at each wavelength. This com-
bined catalog is then used to identify counterparts in the
radio and at 24µm, and a new flux density is measured
from the 70 to 500µm maps at the accurate position of
the counterpart.
The BLAST differential source counts fall very rapidly
with flux density (approximately following dN/dS ∝
S−3, Patanchon et al. 2009), thus Eddington bias as well
as source confusion will cause the fluxes to be boosted.
This effect has to be estimated to properly compute the
FIR luminosity of each source. Coppin et al. (2005) have
proposed a Bayesian approach that can be applied to es-
timate the most likely flux distribution when the noise
properties of the detection and the underlying source dis-
tribution are known. Their method is derived under the
assumption that the flux density comes from just one
source, plus noise. This cannot be applied to BLAST
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sources because of blending: the measured flux density
can either come from just one source, or more likely from
several sources blended together by the beam, which then
appear as one single source of larger flux density.
We have developed a different method to account
for boosting of BLAST fluxes, which is entirely based
on Monte Carlo simulations. We generate 100 noise-
less sky maps using the BLAST measured count mod-
els (Patanchon et al. 2009), and no clustering. Noise is
added to each simulated map to a realistic level for the
BGS-Deep and BGS-Wide regions. Sources are then re-
trieved with the same method used on the real maps
(Devlin et al. 2009). Considering all the input compo-
nents within a FWHM beam distance from each re-
trieved source, we stipulate that the input component
with largest flux density is the actual counterpart7 (ID).
The source flux density is then remeasured at the posi-
tion of the ID. Finally, we compare this flux density with
that of the input source. By repeating this for each source
detected in each simulation, we generate distributions of
input/output SNR, where the relevant noise is the instru-
mental noise at the position of the ID. These simulations
are similar to those used in Chapin et al. (2010) to study
the effects of confusion for their deeper sample.
Figure 2 shows the result of this analysis. In each bin
we display the median of the distribution of input SNR
(labeled SNRID) corresponding to the measured SNR.
The error bars define the first and third interquartiles.
To obtain the deboosted flux density likelihood, it suffices
to multiply the y-axis by the corresponding instrumental
noise. It is clear from this figure that sources in the BGS-
Wide region are only moderately affected by boosting.
The situation is substantially different for BGS-Deep,
and the effect of boosting increases with wavelength, as
expected, due to the telescope PSF becoming larger. At
the longest BLAST wavelength, the fluxes are severely
affected by boosting: a source detected even with a 10σ
significance level has a deboosted flux only about half
of what is measured directly from the map. By com-
paring the deboosted values for BGS-Wide at 250 and
350µm, we notice that the longer wavelength appears to
be slightly less biased. This arises from the fact that
the two PSFs are not very different in size (36 and 42′′,
respectively), but the 250µm PSF has larger sidelobes
(Truch et al. 2009).
3.2. SED fitting and FIR luminosities
In order to estimate the rest-frame FIR luminosity
(LFIR) of each BLAST source in our sample, we perform
SED fitting using the MIPS flux densities (70 and 160µm
7We know that this assumption is always verified in BGS-Wide but
less so in BGS-Deep, where, in 21% of the cases, the second bright-
est component contributes to more than 50% of the retrieved flux
(see E09, Appendix B).
Fig. 2.— Effects of flux boosting, and source blending
at BLAST wavelengths in BGS-Deep (solid error bars)
and in BGS-Wide (dashed bars). For a source with a
measured SNR at a given wavelength, the points show
the distribution of the SNRID retrieved from simulations,
binned in 1-SNR wide bins. Each point indicates the
median value of the distribution in each bin, and the
low and high error bars are the first and third interquar-
tiles, respectively. The dashed line indicates where the
points would lie in the absence of biases. The effects are
mild in the wide region, where instrumental noise domi-
nates, and get more severe in BGS-Deep, where confusion
noise dominates, and source blending becomes more im-
portant. At the longest wavelength, the beam size blends
fluxes from many adjacent sources, giving a strong bias.
This is not a major problem for our analysis, which deals
with sources identified at low, or moderate redshifts.
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only) and the deboosted BLAST flux densities; the model
template is a modified blackbody spectrum (with spec-
tral index β = 1.5, Hildebrand 1983), with a power law
ν−α replacing the Wien part of the spectrum, to account
for the variability of dust-temperatures within a galaxy
(we choose α = 2, Blain et al. 2003; Viero et al. 2010).
Pascale et al. (2009) have shown that the estimated FIR
luminosities depend weakly on the choice of α, whereas
the estimated dust temperatures are more sensitive to the
template used. Since our analysis does not employ tem-
perature measurements, the value of α we adopt is not
critical. We also note here that the SED template chosen
is the one that best performs in fitting the spectrum of
two often-used IR-luminous local galaxies, Arp 220 and
M82; by sampling their SEDs at the five observed wave-
lengths in question, the nominal FIR luminosities and
dust temperatures are correctly retrieved (within uncer-
tainties) not only at z ∼ 0, but also when their spectra
are redshifted up to z = 2.
The way each BLAST flux density is deboosted de-
pends on its SNR. If this is larger than 15, no correction
is applied. If the measured flux density is smaller than
twice the square root of the sum in quadrature of instru-
mental and confusion noise (as reported in Marsden et al.
2009), the detection is treated as an upper limit. In all
other cases, the above deboosting distributions are used.
For sources in BGS-Deep the deboosting likelihood distri-
bution is well approximated by a Gaussian function, but
this is less true in BGS-Wide (especially at low SNR).
Therefore, we use the sampled distribution for sources in
BGS-Wide, and a Gaussian approximation in BGS-Deep.
The portion of noise arising from confusion is highly
correlated among bands. The Pearson coefficients of the
correlation matrix are listed in Table 1, and have been es-
timated from the (beam-convolved) BGS-Deep and BGS-
Wide maps. As expected, the correlation effects are more
important for sources in BGS-Deep, and we do take this
into account in the SED fitting algorithm, whereas no
correlations among bands are considered for sources in
BGS-Wide. This turns out to be convenient, as in BGS-
Deep the distributions are Gaussian, and a correlation
analysis is relatively straightforward. This would not be
the case for the sources in BGS-Wide.
MIPS fluxes at 70 and 160µm were also used in the fit-
ting routine to constrain the SED at wavelengths shorter
than the emission peak. Deboosting these bands is be-
yond the scope of this paper, and it is less necessary be-
cause the source counts are shallower than the BLAST
ones (see Frayer et al. 2009; Be´thermin et al. 2010). The
SED fitting procedure copes with the size of the pho-
tometric bands (color-correction), and the instrumental
plus photometric uncertainties (Truch et al. 2009). Cor-
relations are properly taken into account via a Monte
Carlo procedure.
Fig. 3.— SED fitting of the FIR flux densities for three
representative objects in our sample. Points with error
bars are from BLAST (deboosted, color-corrected 250,
350, and 500µm) and MIPS (70 and 160µm); arrows
indicate upper limits (see text). Black solid lines show
the best-fit curves, with 68% confidence levels displayed
as gray solid lines. The fitting routine accounts for the
finite BLAST bandwidths and for the correlated calibra-
tion uncertainties. The model template is a modified
graybody with an emissivity law β = 1.5 (Hildebrand
1983) and a power law ν−α replacing the Wien part of the
spectrum (α = 2, Blain et al. 2003; Viero et al. 2010).
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Table 1
Correlations among BLAST bands
Band Pearson correlation matrix
BGS-Deep BGS-Wide
[µm] 250µm 350µm 500µm 250µm 350 µm 500µm
250 1 0.68 0.66 1 0.26 0.29
350 1 0.69 1 0.29
500 1 1
In Figure 3 we show the fitted FIR SED for three rep-
resentative objects in our sample: a low-redshift spiral
galaxy; a mid-redshift strong Hα emitter; and a high-
z quasar. The resulting FIR luminosities, listed in Ta-
ble B2, are the rest-frame SED integral between 8 and
1000µm (Kennicutt 1998).
In Figure 4 we compare our estimates of rest-frame
FIR luminosity with those obtained using only MIR
flux densities, to investigate the level of uncertainty
when data are not available in the submm. Follow-
ing the prescription of Dale & Helou (2002), we calcu-
late the FIR luminosities using only MIPS flux den-
sities (24, 70 and 160µm) for a z ≤ 2 subset of 93
sources with 24µm counterpart. There is considerable
agreement up to LFIR . 5 × 10
11 L⊙ and z . 0.5.
At higher redshifts (and luminosities) we find a poorer
concordance; the MIPS-only estimates tend to overes-
timate the FIR luminosity, by as much as a factor of
two in some cases. Other authors (Pope et al. 2006;
Papovich et al. 2007; Kriek et al. 2008; Murphy et al.
2009; Muzzin et al. 2010; Elbaz et al. 2010; Nordon et al.
2010) find similar trends; this is expected as the MIPS
bands sample the SED peak progressively less and less as
redshift increases, thus pulling the SED toward shorter
wavelengths, and resulting in a higher LFIR. This empha-
sizes how essential the BLAST and SPIRE wavebands
are to constrain the IR emission peak of star-forming
galaxies at high redshift (see also e.g. Schulz et al. 2010;
Elbaz et al. 2010).
3.3. FIR Star-Formation Rates
The FIR luminosities are a sensitive tracer of the
young stellar population and, under some reasonable
assumption, can be directly associated to the Star-
Formation Rates (SFRs). This is particularly true for
dusty starburst galaxies, because the optically thick dust
surrounding star forming regions is very effective in ab-
sorbing the UV photons emitted by young, massive stars
and converting this energy into IR emission.
Under the assumption that the above is the only physi-
cal process heating up the dust, Kennicutt (1998) has de-
rived the following relation between SFR and bolometric
Fig. 4.— Comparison of estimates of total FIR lumi-
nosity for a z ≤ 2 subset of 93 sources with 24µm
counterpart. On the x-axis we used the prescription of
Dale & Helou (2002, Equation 4) based on 24, 70 and
160µm MIPS fluxes; the error bars are set to 4%, which
represents the mean discrepancy between their prescrip-
tion and their model bolometric IR luminosities. On the
y-axis we used the FIR luminosity estimates and uncer-
tainties described in Section 3.2. Sources lying in the
BGS-Wide region are in black and sources in BGS-Deep
are in gray. Symbol sizes increase with redshift as shown
in the legend. The secondary axes are both calculated









= 1.73× 10−10 × LFIR[L⊙]. (1)
Our sample includes sources with a wide range of FIR
luminosities. On one end, the FIR energy output is sim-
ilar to the one found in Luminous IR galaxies (LIRGs,
LFIR > 10
11 L⊙), and Ultra Luminous IR galaxies
(ULIRGs, LFIR > 10
12 L⊙). In this type of source, AGN
can play an important role in heating up the dust, result-
ing in a bias in the SFR calculation (an effect discussed
further in Section 6). At lower FIR luminosities, we have
strong additional evidence indicating that most of the
galaxies sampled by BLAST are actively star-forming.
This is shown in Figure 5: available Hα rest-frame Equiv-
alent Widths (EWrf) are plotted against FIR luminosity
for 56 sources at z . 0.33 (see Section 2.2). The hori-
zontal dashed line at 4 A˚ separates galaxies with ongoing
star formation from quiescent ones (Balogh et al. 2004).
All sources but one have Hα signature of ongoing star
formation. It is highly unlikely that, despite the poor
statistics of this plot, we could be missing a population
of quiescent objects with LFIR . 10
10 L⊙, whose FIR
emission is due to a different physical process than the
one described above.
Nonetheless, as the FIR luminosity decreases, our
sources approach more normal star forming galaxies.
In this type of source a non-negligible contribution
to dust heating comes from older stellar populations,
which would bias the SFR estimate high (Bell 2003;
Hirashita et al. 2003; Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. 2004, 2006).
The reduced optical depth of dust also needs to be taken
into account or it would result in a lower estimate of
SFRs (Inoue 2002). Both these effects are considered in
the following discussion (Section 5) on the total SFR in
our sample.
4. UV luminosities and SFRs
4.1. UV fluxes and rest-frame luminosities
The amount of unobscured star formation ongoing in
each galaxy of our sample can be estimated in the UV
for the BLAST IDs with a GALEX counterpart.
The (AB) UV magnitudes are corrected for extinction
Aλ due to dust in our Galaxy, and converted into ob-
served flux densities Sνobs . Rest-frame UV luminosities
are calculated as:
LrfUV = 4pi Sνobs D
2
L(z) νobs, (2)
where DL(z) is the luminosity distance.
The extinction coefficients used in the analysis are es-
timated following the prescription of Wyder et al. (2007),
and the color excesses E(B − V ) as measured from
DIRBE/IRAS dust maps (Schlegel et al. 1998) are listed
in Table B2.
Fig. 5.— Hα rest-frame Equivalent Widths (EWrf) as
a function of the FIR luminosity for the subset of 56
z . 0.33 sources described in Section 2.2. Note that
we applied a 1 A˚ correction to the Hα EWrf for under-
lying stellar absorption (Hopkins et al. 2003). Sources
lying in the BGS-Wide region are in black, sources in
BGS-Deep are in gray. We also encode here the morpho-
logical information discussed in Section 7: spiral galax-
ies are indicated with empty diamonds; compact objects
with empty squares; ellipticals with triangles; interact-
ing systems with crosses; Seyfert galaxies with filled dia-
monds; and objects without morphological classification
with filled circles. The horizontal dashed line at 4 A˚ sepa-
rates galaxies with ongoing star formation from quiescent
ones (Balogh et al. 2004). Clearly all galaxies in our sam-
ple but one are compatible with being actively forming
stars.
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4.2. UV Star-Formation Rates
Star-formation rates in the UV are estimated following
the approach of Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. (2006, and refer-
ences therein). These are related to rest-frame luminosi-
ties in the FUV and NUV by using a synthetic spectrum
obtained with starburst99 8 (sb99; Leitherer et al. 1999)
for a star-forming galaxy. In the wavelength range 1000–
3000 A˚, the shape of the spectrum (shown in Figure 6) is
very weakly dependent on the underlying stellar popula-
























NUV filter @ z=0.015
NUV filter @ z=0.91
Fig. 6.— Synthetic spectrum computed with starburst99
(Leitherer et al. 1999), under the assumptions of solar
metallicity and Salpeter (1955) IMF from 0.1 to 100 M⊙.
Following Equations 3 and 4, the K-correction factor for
the NUV, KNUV(z), is computed by averaging the syn-
thetic spectrum over the broadGALEX filter profile, also
shown (in arbitrary units), blueshifted for reference in the
rest frame of the nearest and farthest object in our UV
subsample. The same can be done for the FUV filter (not
shown here).







= log LrfNUV[L⊙]−KNUV(z), (3)
where LrfNUV is the rest-frame luminosity calculated from
the observed near-UV magnitude using Equation 2.
KNUV(z) is a redshift-dependent numerical factor which
incorporates the K-correction, and is derived from sb99,
integrating over the GALEX filter profile fNUV:
KNUV(z) =
∫









SFRFUV and KFUV(z) are obtained in a totally analo-
gous way. The values of KFUV(z = 0) and KNUV(z = 0)
are the same as those used by Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al.
8Under the same assumptions of Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. (2006): con-
tinuous star formation, recent star-formation time scale ∼ 108 yr,
solar metallicity and Salpeter (1955) IMF from 0.1 to 100 M⊙.
(2006) at z = 0. The photometric errors described in
Section 2.3 are propagated in the estimate of the uncer-
tainties on the UV SFRs.
A redshift limitation arises when the observed NUV
and FUV sample the rest-frame Lyman continuum. This
happens at z ∼ 0.36 in the FUV, and z ∼ 0.91 in the
NUV. Hereafter we exclude sources beyond these redshift
limits, as their inferred SFRs would be unreliable. In or-
der to have a more uniform and sufficiently large sample,
in what follows we only consider the NUV subset, which
counts 89 sources (see Figure 1 for their redshift distribu-
tion). As anticipated, the UV luminosities/SFRs are not
corrected for intrinsic dust extinction, and are combined
in the next section with FIR luminosities to build an es-
timator of total SFR that is independent of extinction
models.
5. Total SFR
We now have two separate estimators for the star-
formation rates in our galaxy sample, SFRdust and
SFRNUV. Each of these is expected to have different
biases and short-comings. One can clearly do better at
estimating the SFR by combining the two estimators in
some way. The best way to do this is not obvious though,
since it depends on how each of the estimators was cali-
brated, on the assumptions that went into them, on the
range of galaxy SEDs being studied, and on how these
relate to local galaxies that were used for calibration,
including radiative transfer effects and other complica-
tions. Because of this, we choose to follow a prescription
to estimate the total SFR in a galaxy which has already
been used by several authors (Bell 2003; Hirashita et al.
2003; Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. 2006; Buat et al. 2007), so
that we can at least compare our results to those of
several related studies.
In order to estimate the total SFR (SFRtot) in our
sample, we combine the contribution from the obscured
star formation with the unobscured star formation:
SFRtot = SFRNUV + (1 − η)× SFRdust. (5)
A correction factor (1−η) is applied to the dust contribu-
tion to account for the IR emission from older stellar pop-
ulations. Following Bell (2003) and Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al.
(2006), we use different values of η depending on whether
the object in question is more likely to be a starburst
(η ∼ 0.09 for LFIR ≥ 10
11 L⊙) or a normal star-forming
galaxy (η ∼ 0.32 for LFIR ≤ 10
11 L⊙). As anticipated
in Section 3.3, this method can account for both the
contrasting effects that come into play when we try to
estimate the total SFR budget for an inhomogeneous
sample of objects. Namely, η parametrizes the contribu-
tion to dust heating from older stellar populations as a
function of the integrated FIR luminosity, whereas the
contribution from the UV luminosity guarantees that all
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the UV photons that manage to escape the galaxy, due
to the reduced optical depth of the dust, are actually
taken into account.
We briefly recall here that the main selection effects of
our sample are, on the one hand, that the rest-frame LFIR
increases steadily with redshift (see Figure 4 and D09),
and on the other hand that the UV luminosity estimates
are not reliable beyond z ∼ 0.9. Moreover, we stress the
importance of the blending effects reported in Section
3.1, which may lead to misidentifications, particularly in
BGS-Deep (sources in gray).
Fig. 7.— Top panel: ratio of SFR estimated from the
NUV only to SFR estimated from dust only, as a function
of the FIR luminosity. Note that SFRdust is corrected
by a factor (1 − η) to account for the IR emission from
old stellar populations (see text). Bottom panel: total
SFR (SFRtot, see Equation 5) as a function of redshift.
The gray shaded area shows the 1σ confidence interval
of a power-law fit to SFRNUV ∝ z
1.6. Symbols are as
in Figure 5. Filled squares indicate that the source is a
quasar (see Section 6).
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 7.
In the top panel we plot the ratio of SFRNUV to (1 −
η)SFRdust as a function of the FIR luminosity. With
the exception of a few outliers9, there is a clear trend,
namely the NUV contribution is more important at low-
LFIR (low-z), whereas star formation is mainly obscured
9In particular, ID#55 could be a misidentification because there is
a secondary counterpart, see E09.
at LFIR & 10
11 L⊙, z & 0.5. The same effect is evident
in the bottom panel, where we plot SFRtot as a function
of redshift. The gray shaded area shows the 1σ confi-
dence interval of a power-law fit SFRNUV ∝ z
1.6. Most
sources with SFRtot larger than a few M⊙ yr
−1 have neg-
ligible contribution from the UV. This is consistent with
what Takeuchi et al. (2009) find in the local Universe
for a FIR-selected sample: at SFRtot > 20M⊙ yr
−1, the
fraction of directly visible SFR (SFRNUV) decreases. A
very similar trend is also observed at higher redshifts
by Buat et al. (2008), with a 24µm-selected sample at
0 ≤ z ≤ 0.7 that closely resembles our sample at those
redshifts, in terms of dynamic ranges and FIR-to-UV ra-
tios.
Such a behavior in the individual BLAST IDs can be
related to the greater evolution of the total FIR lumi-
nosity density with respect to the optical-UV one, as
reported for instance by Pascale et al. (2009). On the
other hand, we stress that at LFIR . 10
11 L⊙, z . 0.25,
FIR-only observations would lead to underestimates of
the total SFR of at least a factor of 2.
By comparing our sample in Figure 7 with the
IRAS/FIR-selected local sample of Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al.
(2006), we notice that the overlap is quite modest and
limited to LFIR . 10
10 L⊙, z . 0.1 sources. We point
out that this conclusion should not be diminished by
considerations on the extent of the local volume sampled
by the BLAST survey.
At the very high luminosity end, only two objects (one
of which is flagged as quasar, see Section 6) with z ≤ 0.91
have a UV counterpart. We have thus investigated the
30 galaxies with LFIR ≥ 10
12 L⊙ in the full set of BLAST
IDs, finding that 16 are flagged as quasars, most of which
are optically bright. At z > 1, the optical U and g bands
probe the rest-frame UV, and we calculate that these ob-
jects would virtually populate the top-right corner of the
upper panel of Figure 7. However, the UV emission from
quasars is strongly contaminated by the active nucleus,
and cannot be directly associated with recent star forma-
tion. Of the remaining 14 ULIRGs with no AGN signa-
tures, only 4 have optical magnitudes, and would occupy
the bottom-right corner, indicating severe dust attenua-
tion. We can therefore argue that, even if our subset of
objects lacks the abundance of most luminous IR galaxies
detected in the SHADES survey (see Coppin et al. 2008;
Serjeant et al. 2008), SCUBA-like sources will likely lie in
the bottom-right corner and beyond, following the same
trend of increasing dust attenuation at higher FIR lu-
minosities. This is a first hint that our analysis begins
to detect SCUBA galaxies, which are known to overlap
considerably with the fainter BLAST galaxy population,
following joint studies of LABOCA 870µm and BLAST
data (Dunlop et al. 2010; Chapin et al. 2010). We will
discuss this in more detail in Section 8.
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The 24µm-selected sample described by Le Floc’h et al.
(2005) most resembles our z ≤ 0.9 sample in terms of
LFIR–z parameter space, although our objects are in gen-
eral more massive, as we will see in Section 8. This, in
combination with Figure 5, points to the conclusion that
the BLAST counterparts detected in this survey at z . 1
are mostly run-of-the-mill star-forming galaxies. Finally,
given the steep number counts at the BLAST wave-
lengths (Patanchon et al. 2009) and the smaller beam
sizes of Herschel, we expect SPIRE to detect roughly a
factor of 10 more sources than BLAST, probing fainter
fluxes and therefore higher redshifts. Figure 7 suggest
that SPIRE will likely fill the 1011 . LFIR . 2× 10
12 L⊙
region (see e.g. Chapin et al. 2010), but probably will
not be dominated by SCUBA-like sources.
6. AGN fraction and quasars
In this section we describe the AGN and quasar con-
tent of our sample, and we investigate whether the
submm emission that we see with BLAST is mainly due
to the host galaxy or to the active nucleus.
AGN are identified using spectroscopic and photomet-
ric methods, and the information is listed in Table B1.
Of the 82 sources in our sample with optical spectra,
56 have a measurement of the line ratio [NII]/Hα; 14
of these have [NII]/Hα & 0.6 and we flag them as AGN
(Kauffmann et al. 2003; Miller et al. 2003, and references
therein). Broad emission lines, such as CIII] 190.9 and
CIV 154.9, which appear in the accessible waveband
at z > 1, are used to identify 5 additional sources as
quasars. A search on NED yields that 10 more sources
in our sample are classified as AGN by other authors.
Active galaxies can also be identified using a num-
ber of photometric empirical methods. Quasars occupy
a distinct region in the IRAC color space by virtue of
their strong, red continua in the MIR (Lacy et al. 2004).
IRAC fluxes are available for 205 sources and we use the
3 color-color cut prescriptions of Hatziminaoglou et al.
(2005), Stern et al. (2005) and Marsden et al. (2009).
Optical magnitudes and postage stamp images are also
available for 114 sources, along with radio fluxes for 107
sources from D09. A source is considered a quasar when
it is compact10 and satisfies the 3 aforementioned color-
color cut prescriptions. If only 2 color-color cuts pre-
scriptions are satisfied, we also require the source to be
either radio-loud (L1.4GHz & 10
39 W), optically bright
(LU/g & 10
11 L⊙), or one of the 10 NED AGN.
Using these empirical methods, we find 24 quasars
plus 10 additional sources showing weaker yet significant
quasar activity, when the above conditions are near the
threshold. The 5 quasars identified spectroscopically are
10By “compact” we mean objects unresolved in the optical and MIR,
with linear sizes . 3 kpc at z & 1.
all contained in this photometric list. Of the 14 spectro-
scopically identified AGN, 10 are definitely not compact,
but rather spiral in shape (see next Section on morphol-
ogy), and mostly radio-quiet. We believe that these ob-
jects are Seyfert galaxies (e.g. Cid Fernandes et al. 2010).
In conclusion, we have assessed that about 15% of
the galaxies in our sample show strong indication of
having an active nucleus and an additional 6% have
weaker yet significant evidence. Chapin et al. (2010)
found a comparable proportion11 of sources with ex-
cess radio and/or MIR that can be interpreted as an
AGN signature. Several recent observations find close
association of AGN activity and young star formation
(Silverman et al. 2009), consistent with a scenario in
which the FIR/submm emission is mainly due to star
formation ongoing in the host galaxy, rather than to
emission from a dusty torus obscuring the inner regions
of the active nucleus (Wiebe et al. 2009; Coppin et al.
2010; Muzzin et al. 2010; Hatziminaoglou et al. 2010;
Shao et al. 2010; Elbaz et al. 2010). In addition, our
AGN selection criteria, which use optical and MIR data,
tend to favor type-1 AGN, i.e. unobscured Seyfert
galaxies and quasars. This is definitely the case for
the IRAC color-color selection methods, as reported by
Hatziminaoglou et al. (2005) and Stern et al. (2005), but
it is also corroborated by the fact that most of the quasars
we have identified are optically bright. We aim to address
this issue in greater detail in a future paper.
7. Morphology
We have assigned a broad morphological classification
to 137 (60%) of the BLAST IDs presented in this pa-
per, based upon visual inspection of UV, optical and
MIR postage stamp images (see Section 2.5) centered
at [αBLAST, δBLAST]. A selection of cut-outs is shown in
Figure A1.
In addition to the visual examination of the multi-
wavelength images, we corroborated our choice with an-
cillary information (when available), such as: (a) location
on the color-magnitude diagram, typically (U−r) vsMr;
(b) spectral features; (c) UV detection; (d) FIR luminos-
ity. Our findings are listed in the “morphology” column
in Table B1 and summarized in Table 2.
At low redshift we find predominantly spirals, whereas
most of the BLAST sources identified at high redshift
are compact and show AGN signatures. This is prob-
ably a selection bias, as the fraction of submm sources
identified at other wavelengths is known to gradually de-
creases with z (see D09), and the most distant sources
are often identified only thanks to their extreme radio
and/or optical emission, due to the AGN. In fact, the
study by Dunlop et al. (2010) shows that a deep survey
11Only sources with a redshift estimate.
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Table 2
Broad morphological classification of BLAST IDs





blue compact 5 4%
red compact 3 2%
elliptical 8 6%
interacting system 7 5%
irregular 1 <1%
Note.—Morphological classification available for 137 out
of 227 BLAST IDs (60%), based upon visual inspection of
UV, optical and mid-IR (MIR) postage stamp images (see
Section 2.5). By “compact” here we mean objects unresolved
in the optical and MIR, with linear sizes . 3 kpc. By “inter-
acting system” we mean a visually obvious physical associa-
tion of two or more objects.
at 250µm not only reveals low-z spirals, but also extreme
dust-enshrouded starburst galaxies at z ∼ 2. The latter
tend to be missed in our selection, because they are typ-
ically extremely faint in the optical/UV, unless they also
host an AGN.
We point out here that this broad morphological
scheme should not be regarded as meaningful on a source-
by-source basis, but rather be considered as guidance for
interpreting the other results of this paper. For this pur-
pose, we encoded the morphological information in Fig-
ures 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
8. Stellar masses
Stellar masses (M⋆) are computed by Dye et al.
(2010b) for a subset of 92 sources in our sample with
counterparts in a minimum of 5 bands, from the optical
to NIR. The distribution has median of 1010.9M⊙, and
inter-quartile range of 1010.6–1011.2M⊙.
These stellar masses are plotted vs. redshift in Fig-
ure 8; we also show for comparison the stellar masses
of SCUBA sources in SHADES, computed by Dye et al.
(2008) using a methodology and photometry almost iden-
tical to ours.
Except for 3 outliers (that may well be misidentifica-
tions as they all lie in BGS-Deep), the monotonic trend
of increasing stellar masses is the result of multiple selec-
tion effects; sources at a given redshift are not detected
with arbitrarily low, or arbitrarily high stellar masses. As
Fig. 8.— Stellar mass as a function of redshift for the
whole subset of 92 sources described in Section 8. Sym-
bols are as in Figure 5. Filled squares indicate that
the source is a quasar. We overplot SHADES sources
(Dye et al. 2008) as light gray filled circles.
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we discuss later in this section, there is an approximately
constant relation between LFIR and stellar masses in our
sample. Low-luminosity sources (with low stellar masses)
are excluded at a given redshift because of sensitivity. On
the other hand, sources with LFIR (and stellar masses)
above a certain threshold are excluded from our sam-
ple despite the well-documented strongly evolving FIR
luminosity function (E09; Dye et al. 2010a; Eales et al.
2010); our present study simply does not go deep enough
to start detecting the bulk of high-z (and higher volume
density) k-corrected sources. In particular, sources with
M⋆ & 10
12M⊙, which are present in the SHADES sam-
ple, are absent from ours. Indeed, these very massive
sources are not detected among 24µm-selected samples,
down to a flux density level of ∼20µJy (GOODS sur-
vey, see e.g. Le Floc’h et al. 2005; Pe´rez-Gonza´lez et al.
2005; Caputi et al. 2006; Elbaz et al. 2007; Santini et al.
2009)12. The 24µm catalog used by D09 to find coun-
terparts to the BLAST sources goes down to the same
depth, therefore we are only left with the radio catalogs.
It is indeed possible that our analysis is missing very
massive galaxies that, though having a radio ID, do not
have an estimate of stellar mass because measurements
are not available in a minimum of 5 optical/NIR bands.
An accurate account of the selection effects at work for
M⋆ & 10
12M⊙, which is beyond the scope of this work,
would not invalidate the results of the rest of this paper.
Our subsample is composed of relatively massive
objects, with a significant fraction of sources (45%)
with stellar masses greater than 1011M⊙. This frac-
tion soars to 84% in the SHADES survey, whereas the
majority of sources detected at 24µm in deep sur-
veys of the CDFS (down to a flux density level of
∼20µJy) have M⋆ ≤ 10
11M⊙ (e.g. Le Floc’h et al.
2005; Pe´rez-Gonza´lez et al. 2005; Caputi et al. 2006;
Elbaz et al. 2007; Santini et al. 2009). However, a di-
rect comparison of the detection rates of massive galax-
ies among these surveys is very difficult because of the
dissimilar comoving volumes probed; in fact, BLAST
samples a volume roughly 14 (57) times larger than
SHADES (GOODS)13. Furthermore, it would be nec-
essary to quantify the numerous selection effects and
the different shape of the stellar mass function at the
wavelengths in question.
12All the authors cited above adopt a Salpeter (1955) IMF.
Caputi et al. (2006), Santini et al. (2009), Dye et al. (2008, 2010b)
estimate the stellar masses by means of an optical–to–NIR SED fit
of each galaxy at the determined redshift. Le Floc’h et al. (2005)
and Pe´rez-Gonza´lez et al. (2005) simply convert, respectively, V -
and K-band luminosities into stellar masses. Finally, Elbaz et al.
(2007) compute stellar masses by modeling the stellar populations
of each galaxy using stellar absorption-line indices.
13Based on the following redshift depth and sky area covered by,
respectively, the GOODS survey, the SHADES survey and the
present BLAST study: ∼ 140 arcmin2 out to z ∼ 3; ∼ 320 arcmin2
out to z ∼ 5; and ∼ 4.15 deg2 out to z ∼ 2.
Nevertheless, BLAST observes a significant number
of large, massive and actively star-forming galaxies (typ-
ically spirals, see Section 7), which qualitatively appear
to link the 24µm and SCUBA populations at 0 < z < 2.
With the deep 24µm GOODS survey, other authors seem
to be already detecting this linking population (in partic-
ular Caputi et al. 2006 and Elbaz et al. 2007), but their
most massive sources at 0 < z < 1 all have long (≥ 4Gyr)
star-formation time scales (defined as the ratio of already
assembled stellar mass over the recent SFR, see later in
this section), indicating prolonged star formation histo-
ries. On the contrary, about 60% of our galaxies in the
sameM⋆–z range have star-formation time scales shorter
than 4Gyr, consistent with the findings that submm-
selected M⋆ & 10
11M⊙ systems at z ≥ 0.5 form their
stellar mass predominantly at late and at early times,
but less so when the galaxies are middle-aged (Dye et al.
2010b, 2008). These figures indicate that the moderately
massive population detected at 0 < z < 1 by BLAST
is more actively forming stars than the equally massive
24µm-selected galaxies in the same redshift range. One
might wonder whether this observation arises just as a
consequence of a selection effect in the shallower BLAST
sample; although our data do not allow us to investigate
the stellar masses of fainter BLAST galaxies, a thorough
examination of the M⋆ distribution at 0 < z < 1 in
the GOODS survey (e.g. Fig. 7 of Caputi et al. 2006)
does not suggest that the exclusion of the fainter 24µm
sources (below e.g. 83µJy, the 80% completeness limit
in the CDFS) would dramatically alter the proportions
of galaxies with stellar mass above and below 1011M⊙.
It is certainly possible that a cut at a brighter 24µm
flux density would bias high the detection rate of mas-
sive galaxies; however, the massive BLAST galaxies at
z ≤ 1 have a median SFR of ∼ 70M⊙ yr
−1 that equals
the maximum SFR among the likewise massive and aged
galaxies in GOODS. This would still be true if the 24µm
sample were shallower.
Moreover, Figure 8 exhibits, in the range 1 < z <
2, a substantial overlap between BLAST and SCUBA
sources. Therefore, assuming that the BGS is a repre-
sentative field, our data suggest that the BLAST galax-
ies seem to connect the 24µm and SCUBA populations,
in terms of both stellar mass and star-formation activity.
Figures 9 and 10 further corroborate this conclusion. It
is worth reminding the reader that the M⋆ estimates are
based on the optical/NIR fluxes of BLAST IDs and do
not employ any BLAST-specific photometric data.
Figure 9 plots stellar masses (top panel) and SSFRtot
(bottom panel) vs. LFIR for the subset of 55 sources
at z ≤ 0.9 that have an estimate of both these quan-
tities. There are 37 additional sources in our catalog
with LFIR & 10
11 L⊙ and stellar mass estimates, but no
reliable SFRNUV. These are included in Figure 9, be-
cause in this case SFRtot ≃ (1 − η) SFRdust (see Sec-
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Fig. 9.— Top panel: stellar mass as a function of FIR
luminosity for the whole subset of 92 sources described in
Section 8. Bottom panel: specific total SFR (SSFRtot)
as a function of FIR luminosity for the subset of 55
sources at z ≤ 0.9 that have an estimate of SFRtot. Sym-
bols are as in Figure 5. For the remaining 37 sources,
we assume SFRtot = (1 − η) SFRdust as they all have
LFIR & 10
11 L⊙; these are shown as crosses without er-
ror bars. The right-hand ordinate shows the correspond-
ing star-formation time scales, defined as τSF = SSFR
−1.
Filled squares indicate that the source is a quasar. The
horizontal dashed line shows the inverse of the age of the
Universe. We overplot in both panels SHADES sources
(Dye et al. 2008) as light gray filled circles.
tion 5). SHADES sources are also shown in this figure.
Dye (2010) estimates their FIR luminosities using a two-
component SED fit from Dunne & Eales (2001) that has
cold/hot ratio of 186, with Thot = 44K and Tcold = 20K.
SFRs are estimated using Equation 1 and corrected by
(1 − η). Finally, star-formation time scales, defined as
τSF = SSFR
−1, are shown as secondary y-axis.
BLAST IDs selected in BGS-Wide show a positive
correlation between their stellar masses and LFIR, but
there is no strong evidence for a correlation between
SSFRtot and FIR luminosities. Although BLAST IDs
selected in BGS-Deep appear to have different trends,
one should be cautious as the they are, in general, less
reliable than the IDs in BGS-Wide. However, BGS-
Deep sources can be used to study bulk properties un-
der appropriate caveats. The emerging picture appears
to confirm Figure 8, in which there is a non-negligible
overlap between the BLAST and SCUBA populations
in the range 1 < z < 2. In particular, the high
luminosity tail of the BLAST sample appears to en-
croach on the SHADES sources in terms of both LFIR
and M⋆, bridging the gap with the lower-redshift Uni-
verse populated by 24µm sources and by run-of-the-
mill star-forming BLAST galaxies, with τSF spanning
the interval 1–10Gyr. A considerable overlap between
fainter BLAST sources and 870µm-selected galaxies has
already been established by Dunlop et al. (2010) and
Chapin et al. (2010), but it is important to have con-
firmed an additional, less direct, connection with our
shallower BLAST sample, by means of a comparable
analysis to that of SHADES.
We have investigated if a temporal connection between
the two populations is allowed by the data, in a scenario
where the BLAST sources are SCUBA sources fading at
the end of their late star-formation burst (Borys et al.
2005; Dye et al. 2008). However, Dye et al. (2010b)
seem to rule out this possibility, because the higher-z,
more massive BLAST IDs are observed during a star-
formation burst lasting too briefly in redshift to allow
this connection. This disconnection is consistent with the
phenomenon of downsizing observed in optically-selected
samples of galaxies (e.g. Heavens et al. 2004).
The approximately flat trend between SSFRtot with
FIR luminosity of Figure 9 evidenced by the BLAST IDs
selected in BGS-Wide is consistent with Serjeant et al.
(2008). The inclusion of BGS-Deep sources at high FIR
luminosities seems to suggest a different, mild trend of
increasing SSFRtot, also reported by Santini et al. (2009)
and Rodighiero et al. (2010). The data available to us do
not manifest enough evidence to support either scenario.
Larger samples now accessible with Herschel will shed
more light on the evolution of the specific star-formation
rate.
In Figure 10, we plot SSFRtot vs. stellar mass, for
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Fig. 10.— Specific total SFR (SSFRtot) as a function
of stellar mass for the subset of 55 sources at z ≤ 0.9
that have an estimate of SFRtot. Symbols are as in Fig-
ure 5. For the remaining 37 sources, we assume SFRtot =
(1−η) SFRdust as they all have LFIR & 10
11 L⊙; these are
shown as crosses without error bars. The right-hand ordi-
nate shows the corresponding star-formation time scales,
defined as τSF = SSFR
−1. Dotted isolines correspond
to constant SFRs, under the assumption that M⋆ is the
galaxy’s total stellar mass. The horizontal dashed line
shows the inverse of the age of the Universe. We overplot
SHADES sources (Dye et al. 2008) as light gray filled cir-
cles.
BLAST and SHADES sources. The dotted isolines cor-
respond to constant SFRs, under the assumption thatM⋆
is the galaxy’s total stellar mass. We do not find any clear
correlation between specific total star-formation rate and
stellar mass, which is not surprising as we are sam-
pling a population of young, active, star-forming galax-
ies (see also Santini et al. 2009). Expectedly, the bulk
of SHADES sources occupies a well-defined region of
the plane, around the isoline of SFR = 1000M⊙ yr
−1,
whereas practically all the BLAST counterparts at z ≤
0.9 lie below the isoline of SFR = 100M⊙ yr
−1. The gap
is again filled by the BLAST IDs at higher redshift.
We can compare our results in Figure 10 with
Buat et al. (2008), who derived mean relationships be-
tween observed SSFR and stellar mass at z = 0 and
z = 0.7, and confronted these with models based on a
progressive infall of gas into the galactic disk, starting
at high z. Both their data and models exhibit a flat dis-
tribution of SSFR for galaxies with masses between 1010
and 1011M⊙. Our z ≤ 0.9 subset of star forming galax-
ies shares a similar behavior, as well as the dynamic
ranges. On the other hand, we can also compare the
high-z tail of the BLAST IDs with the z > 0.85 sample
of Rodighiero et al. (2010): although the scatter is quite
large in both subsets, we observe the same negative trend
of SSFR with M⋆, again consistent with downsizing.
The in-depth analysis of the bright BLAST counter-
parts reveals a population with an intrinsic dichotomy in
terms of star-formation rate, stellar mass and morphol-
ogy. The bulk of BLAST counterparts at z . 1 appear
to be run-of-the-mill star-forming spiral galaxies, with
intermediate stellar masses (median M⋆ ∼ 7 × 10
10M⊙)
and approximately constant specific star-formation rates
(τSF in the range 1–10Gyr); in addition, they form stars
more actively than the equally massive and aged 24µm
sources. On the other hand, the high-z BLAST counter-
parts significantly overlap with the SCUBA population,
and the observed trends of SSFR, albeit inconclusive,
suggest stronger evolution and downsizing. In conclu-
sion, our study suggests that the BLAST galaxies may
act as linking population between the star-forming 24µm
sources and the more extreme SCUBA starbursts.
9. Concluding remarks
We have carried out a panchromatic study of indi-
vidual bright BLAST galaxies identified at other wave-
lengths, extending the analysis of previous BLAST pa-
pers. Our basic results are as follows.
1. The flux densities of BLAST sources are boosted
due to a combination of Eddington bias, source
confusion and blending. We have developed a
Monte Carlo method to quantify these biases, both
in confusion-limited maps and in maps dominated
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by instrumental noise. The boosting effects are
more pronounced in the confusion-limited regime,
and become more important as the wavelength in-
creases. In addition, flux densities are heavily
correlated among the BLAST bands, again more
prominently in BGS-Deep. We account for all
these effects coherently while calculating the FIR
luminosities of BLAST galaxies. We have also
shown how crucial the BLAST/SPIRE photome-
try is to estimate without bias the FIR luminosity
of a galaxy, especially at high redshift.
2. We have measured that star formation is predom-
inantly obscured at LFIR & 10
11 L⊙, z & 0.5. On
the other hand, unobscured star formation is im-
portant at LFIR . 10
11 L⊙, z . 0.25 and FIR-only
evaluations of SFR would lead to underestimates
up to a factor of 2. This is probably a direct conse-
quence of the well documented stronger evolution
of the FIR luminosity density with respect to the
optical-UV one.
3. We have compared, in terms of LFIR–z parameter
space, the BLAST counterparts to the IRAS/FIR-
selected sample of local galaxies, to the 24µm-
selected sample observed by Spitzer, and to the
SCUBA 850µm-selected sample. The overlap with
the local IRAS sample is minimal and this con-
clusion should not be belittled by the extent of
local volume surveyed by BLAST. Similarly, our
sample lacks the abundance of most luminous IR
galaxies detected in the SHADES survey, but the
high-LFIR, high-z tail of the BLAST counterparts
seems to overlap with the SCUBA population. The
24µm-selected sample resembles the most the bulk
of BLAST IDs in terms of LFIR and redshift distri-
bution.
4. We have assessed that 15% of the galaxies in our
sample show strong indication of an active nucleus
and an additional 6% have weaker yet significant
evidence. In particular, these are predominantly
type-1 AGN, i.e. unobscured Seyfert galaxies and
quasars. The AGN fraction and the SFRs inferred
for these objects are comparable to recent obser-
vations at similar wavelengths and point to a sce-
nario in which the submillimeter emission detected
by BLAST is mainly due to star formation ongoing
in the host galaxy, rather than to emission from a
dusty torus obscuring the inner regions of the ac-
tive nucleus.
5. We have computed stellar masses for a subset
of 92 BLAST counterparts. These appear to
be relatively massive objects, with median mass
of 1010.9M⊙, and inter-quartile range of 10
10.6–
1011.2M⊙. In particular, a significant fraction of
them fill the region of M⋆ ∼ 10
11M⊙ at z . 1
that is practically vacant in the SCUBA surveys,
and sparsely populated by 24µm-selected samples.
Although the dissimilar volumes sampled by these
surveys discourage a direct comparison of the de-
tection rates of massive galaxies, our study suggest
that the BLAST counterparts seem to link the
24µm and SCUBA populations, in terms of both
stellar mass and star-formation activity.
6. We have highlighted a dichotomy in the BLAST
population in terms of star-formation rate, stel-
lar mass and morphology. The bulk of BLAST
counterparts at z . 1 are run-of-the-mill star-
forming galaxies, typically spiral in shape, with in-
termediate stellar masses and nearly constant spe-
cific star-formation rates. On the other hand, the
higher redshift BLAST counterparts significantly
overlap with the SCUBA population, and the ob-
served trends of SSFR, albeit inconclusive, suggest
stronger evolution. Other BLAST studies have al-
ready described the significant overlap existing be-
tween fainter BLAST sources and 870µm-selected
galaxies, but here we have established an additional
link with a shallower BLAST sample, via an anal-
ysis equivalent to that of SHADES.
7. We rule out a temporal connection between the
BLAST and SCUBA populations, in a scenario
where BLAST sources would correspond to SCUBA
galaxies whose burst of star formation is ceasing.
This disconnection is consistent with the downsiz-
ing observed in optical samples.
The findings described in this paper represent a taste
of what should be possible with a significantly larger sam-
ple of sources. The increased sensitivity and resolution of
the Herschel Space Observatory, which recently started
operation, will soon provide vastly increased numbers of
sources. This will enable significantly reduced uncertain-
ties and therefore much improved constraints on mod-
els of galaxy evolution and formation. Nevertheless, the
BLAST data have provided a very valuable benchmark
for the Herschel data and the various analyses that will
emerge for some time to come. Furthermore, the results
in this paper probably will not immediately become ob-
solete, as even the much more sensitive SPIRE surveys
will have to face the lack of deeper ancillary data, espe-
cially in the optical/NIR and in the radio. Identifying
the precise location of the submm sources will require
either deep and very wide-area VLA data, or a combina-
tion of MIPS 24µm and PACS, or ultimately ALMA. Fi-
nally, in order to study the rest-frame optical/NIR of the
z > 2 submm galaxies in much more detail than BLAST
or SCUBA, future studies will really require instruments
like WFC3 or JWST.
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Postage stamp images for a selection of low redshift BLAST IDs. The images are all 2′× 2′ in size. Every row shows a
BLAST source, imaged at three different bands: left, GALEX NUV filter (centered at 2315 A˚); center, RGB combination
of the U g r filters from the SWIRE optical survey; right, 3.6µm IRAC band. The complete set of full-color cut-outs can











Primary counterparts to ≥ 5σ BLAST sources: redshift, spectral and morphological information
ID BLAST name αBLAST δBLAST deep z flag spec-z provenance Hα EWrf [NII]/Hα AGN flag Q flag morphology
1 BLAST J032921−280803 52.33792 −28.13348 0 0.03791 1 AAO 11.4 ± 1.0 0.64 AGN? ... S
2 BLAST J032956−284631 52.48567 −28.77572 0 0.037 1 AAO 4.6 ± 5.2 0.56 ... ... IS
3 BLAST J032741−282325 51.921225 −28.38895 0 0.06067 1 AAO 15.8 ± 3.0 0.74 AGN ... S
4 BLAST J033235−275530 53.146165 −27.92571 1 0.03764 1 AAO 7.1 ± 2.0 0.60 ... ... S
5 BLAST J033131−272842 52.880575 −27.479735 1 0.06668 1 AAO 13.4 ± 0.9 1.33 AGN ... S
6 BLAST J033229−274415 53.12448 −27.740165 1 0.07593 1 AAO 38.4 ± 1.6 0.43 ... ... S
7 BLAST J033250−273420 53.20818 −27.57581 1 0.25126 1 AAO 31.3 ± 3.6 0.44 ... ... IS?
8 BLAST J033548−274920 53.954945 −27.821905 0 0.16752 1 AAO 13.1 ± 3.3 1.18 AGN ... ...
9 BLAST J032916−273919 52.31905 −27.65615 0 0.01474 1 AAO 82.9 ± 1.6 0.26 ... ... S
10 BLAST J032850−263654 52.20959 −26.61418 0 0.0431 1 NEDa ... ... ... ... ...
11 BLAST J033424−274527 53.60242 −27.75861 1 0.12451 1 AAO 13.5 ± 3.5 0.45 ... ... S
12 BLAST J032907−284121 52.28185 −28.6882 0 0.06694 1 AAO 7.6 ± 3.0 0.58 ... ... S
13 BLAST J032950−285058 52.456265 −28.849455 0 0.07611 1 AAO 9.4 ± 4.6 0.57 ... ... S
15 BLAST J033341−280742 53.423975 −28.127015 1 0.34925 1 AAO ... ... ... ... I?
16 BLAST J033059−280955 52.748 −28.166875 1 0.07762 1 AAO 35.8 ± 1.4 0.38 ... ... S
17 BLAST J033249−275838 53.20553 −27.97915 1 1.256 0 EAZY ... ... ... Q C
18 BLAST J033123−275707 52.847915 −27.949675 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q C
19 BLAST J033417−273927 53.57377 −27.65889 1 0.14583 1 AAO 19.7 ± 2.4 0.53 ... ... ...
20 BLAST J033340−273811 53.422255 −27.63582 1 0.10148 1 AAO 8.1 ± 2.5 1.02 AGN ... ...
21 BLAST J033152−281235 52.96558 −28.20779 1 0.18089 1 AAO 6.9 ± 4.2 0.75 AGN ... S
22 BLAST J033152−273929 52.967105 −27.6574 1 1.96 0 EAZY ... ... AGN (NED) Q C
23 BLAST J033258−274324 53.24671 −27.72366 1 0.91 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... C
24 BLAST J033129−275720 52.87454 −27.956275 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q? C
26 BLAST J033246−275743 53.191665 −27.962605 1 0.10378 1 AAO 17.3 ± 3.3 0.37 ... ... S
27 BLAST J032956−281843 52.48787 −28.31118 0 0.05952 1 AAO 23.6 ± 2.5 0.41 ... ... S
28 BLAST J033317−280901 53.32528 −28.15234 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q? C
29 BLAST J032822−283205 52.09467 −28.53271 0 0.07023 1 AAO 15.6 ± 2.6 0.43 ... ... S?
30 BLAST J033111−275820 52.79799 −27.97185 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
31 BLAST J033414−274217 53.56036 −27.706065 1 0.1027 1 AAO 26.8 ± 2.0 0.43 ... ... ...
32 BLAST J033332−272900 53.38416 −27.48815 1 0.14466 1 AAO 31.6 ± 2.0 0.49 ... ... ...
34 BLAST J033149−274335 52.95715 −27.724 1 0.62046 1 AAO ... ... ... ... ...
35 BLAST J033217−275905 53.071035 −27.97958 1 1.991 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... C
36 BLAST J033317−274606 53.324045 −27.768385 1 2.303 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... C
37 BLAST J032842−264107 52.17858 −26.6829 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
38 BLAST J033216−280350 53.066375 −28.06329 1 0.51928 1 AAO ... ... ... ... E?
39 BLAST J033106−274508 52.77753 −27.75455 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
40 BLAST J032821−292636 52.08769 −29.44216 0 0.0897 1 AAO ... ... ... ... S
41 BLAST J033430−271915 53.62789 −27.320845 0 0.10332 1 AAO 21.7 ± 2.1 0.49 ... ... ...
42 BLAST J033145−274635 52.939065 −27.777815 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... C
43 BLAST J033308−274809 53.29047 −27.800445 1 0.18081 1 AAO 33.4 ± 4.6 0.32 ... ... S
44 BLAST J033131−273235 52.88022 −27.544245 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q? C
45 BLAST J033150−281126 52.96289 −28.18947 1 0.21316 1 AAO 7.3 ± 4.6 0.56 ... ... S
46 BLAST J033110−265744 52.7943 −26.96136 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... S
47 BLAST J033111−275605 52.79519 −27.93269 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... C?/S?
48 BLAST J033054−275457 52.73177 −27.9168 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
49 BLAST J033032−273527 52.63694 −27.595065 1 0.10671 1 AAO 20.4 ± 2.8 0.43 ... ... S
50 BLAST J032904−284759 52.268575 −28.797885 0 0.2892 1 AAO ... ... AGN (NED) ... IS?/S?
51 BLAST J033046−275515 52.69288 −27.921775 1 0.52449 1 AAO ... ... ... Q C




ID BLAST name αBLAST δBLAST deep z flag spec-z provenance Hα EWrf [NII]/Hα AGN flag Q flag morphology
53 BLAST J033419−265319 53.5817 −26.88803 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... S
54 BLAST J033151−274428 52.96448 −27.74109 1 1.016 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... C
55 BLAST J033129−275557 52.87458 −27.93354 1 0.678 1 AAO ... ... ... ... BC
56 BLAST J033034−274325 52.6438 −27.72466 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
57 BLAST J033432−275140 53.63655 −27.86255 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... IS?
58 BLAST J033110−280011 52.79956 −27.99783 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
60 BLAST J033421−275033 53.59264 −27.8454 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
61 BLAST J033148−280424 52.952355 −28.076205 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
62 BLAST J033119−275822 52.83376 −27.97194 1 0.898 0 COMBO17 ... ... ... ... BC
63 BLAST J033316−275045 53.318815 −27.844285 1 0.0874 1 AAO 14.9 ± 3.1 0.51 ... ... S
64 BLAST J033240−280310 53.16542 −28.05305 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
65 BLAST J033018−275500 52.57593 −27.91682 1 0.07946 1 AAO 9.9 ± 2.3 0.42 ... ... S
66 BLAST J033205−274648 53.020375 −27.779815 1 2.019 0 EAZY ... ... ... Q? C
68 BLAST J033146−275732 52.944085 −27.9597 1 0.3645 1 AAO ... ... ... ... S
69 BLAST J033153−281036 52.97797 −28.1766 1 0.21472 1 AAO 34.6 ± 3.9 0.40 ... ... S
70 BLAST J033111−284835 52.79579 −28.80925 0 0.10895 1 AAO 1.5 ± 2.5 1.60 AGN ... S
71 BLAST J033140−272937 52.91928 −27.493975 1 0.06728 1 AAO 5.5 ± 1.9 0.60 AGN (broad Hα) ... S
72 BLAST J033120−273344 52.834745 −27.56287 1 0.19504 1 AAO 15.1 ± 4.8 0.50 ... ... S
73 BLAST J033158−273519 52.99226 −27.58947 1 2.034 0 EAZY ... ... ... Q C
75 BLAST J033115−273905 52.810675 −27.651895 1 0.31183 1 AAO 7.6 ± 4.3 0.44 ... ... E
76 BLAST J033328−273949 53.37102 −27.66589 1 0.808 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... ...
77 BLAST J033218−273138 53.07989 −27.52747 1 0.22716 1 AAO 16.4 ± 3.8 0.41 ... ... S?
78 BLAST J033401−274759 53.50673 −27.79859 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
80 BLAST J033156−284241 52.99144 −28.70857 0 ... ... ... ... ... AGN (NED) Q? C
83 BLAST J033633−284223 54.14349 −28.70855 0 0.19754 1 AAO 26.1 ± 3.9 0.41 ... ... S
84 BLAST J033318−281436 53.329275 −28.242505 1 0.10287 1 AAO 12.6 ± 2.7 0.48 ... ... S
85 BLAST J033153−274950 52.97289 −27.83057 1 0.8409 1 AAO ... ... ... ... C?
86 BLAST J033447−283013 53.700025 −28.502715 0 0.04139 1 AAO 28.0 ± 2.1 0.47 ... ... S
87 BLAST J032746−265801 51.94289 −26.96452 0 0.043304 1 NEDa ... ... ... ... S?
88 BLAST J033636−284115 54.15564 −28.6873 0 0.06828 1 AAO 36.3 ± 2.4 0.43 ... ... S
90 BLAST J032818−274311 52.07546 −27.719205 0 0.24845 1 AAO 4.8 ± 9.0 1.38 AGN ... S?
92 BLAST J033241−280557 53.1742 −28.09777 1 0.29663 1 AAO 25.5 ± 16.1 0.45 ... ... S
93 BLAST J033408−273514 53.5334 −27.59049 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
94 BLAST J033351−274357 53.46998 −27.72938 1 0.22496 1 AAO 14.7 ± 3.2 ... ... ... ...
95 BLAST J033343−270918 53.4297 −27.15331 0 0.0685 1 AAO 4.0 ± 2.5 0.65 AGN? ... S
96 BLAST J033336−272854 53.40486 −27.48539 1 0.14489 1 AAO 14.9 ± 9.4 0.49 ... ... S
97 BLAST J033317−280220 53.317655 −28.03985 1 0.34897 1 AAO ... ... ... ... S?
98 BLAST J033214−273053 53.0595 −27.51728 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
99 BLAST J033247−270716 53.19616 −27.11917 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
100 BLAST J033203−281015 53.01636 −28.17114 1 1.432 0 RR ... ... ... Q C
101 BLAST J033127−281009 52.86677 −28.16924 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q? C
102 BLAST J033124−275207 52.85381 −27.868845 1 1.182 0 RR ... ... AGN (NED) Q C
103 BLAST J032707−270516 51.78465 −27.09038 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
106 BLAST J032704−280713 51.76851 −28.12049 0 0.089978 1 NEDa ... ... ... ... S
109 BLAST J033408−275415 53.53403 −27.90217 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... S
110 BLAST J033217−275054 53.074425 −27.849725 1 0.12275 1 AAO 7.9 ± 6.5 0.55 ... ... S
112 BLAST J033241−273818 53.17499 −27.63874 1 0.832 0 COMBO17 ... ... ... ... ...
113 BLAST J033347−273848 53.4544 −27.64381 1 ... ... ... ... ... AGN (NED) ... ...
115 BLAST J033128−280508 52.86134 −28.08199 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... S




ID BLAST name αBLAST δBLAST deep z flag spec-z provenance Hα EWrf [NII]/Hα AGN flag Q flag morphology
119 BLAST J033606−272311 54.0313 −27.38652 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q ...
120 BLAST J032703−282950 51.76878 −28.49448 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
122 BLAST J033025−275014 52.60716 −27.83824 1 0.12152 1 AAO 35.4 ± 2.7 0.35 ... ... S
123 BLAST J033112−265716 52.8017 −26.95459 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
125 BLAST J033229−273505 53.12247 −27.58556 1 0.52 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... C
126 BLAST J033211−283251 53.05272 −28.54705 0 0.69385 1 AAO ... ... ... ... S?
127 BLAST J033224−291707 53.10425 −29.28513 0 0.132 0 RR ... ... ... ... IS
128 BLAST J033100−275310 52.75566 −27.8887 1 0.959 0 RR ... ... ... ... RC
129 BLAST J033225−284148 53.11398 −28.6995 0 0.17159 1 AAO 30.7 ± 3.7 0.47 ... ... S
130 BLAST J033505−274027 53.76858 −27.6737 0 0.472 0 RR ... ... ... ... C
131 BLAST J033200−273604 53.00352 −27.59926 1 0.767 0 EAZY ... ... AGN (NED) Q? C
132 BLAST J033225−273818 53.104395 −27.63964 1 0.772 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... RC
134 BLAST J032813−270453 52.05436 −27.08062 0 0.037356 1 NEDb ... ... ... ... S
135 BLAST J033134−282344 52.89175 −28.40077 0 0.27897 1 AAO 68.1 ± 4.6 0.38 ... ... S
136 BLAST J033228−273547 53.118995 −27.59364 1 0.41 0 EAZY ... ... AGN (NED) Q? E?
137 BLAST J032822−280809 52.08978 −28.136615 0 0.21831 1 AAO 50.4 ± 3.7 0.44 ... ... S
138 BLAST J033348−275015 53.45399 −27.83728 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
139 BLAST J033626−270939 54.10876 −27.15997 0 0.24401 1 AAO 47.6 ± 5.2 0.66 AGN? ... ...
140 BLAST J032644−285106 51.69027 −28.84995 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
143 BLAST J033148−280958 52.950265 −28.169025 1 0.3809 1 AAO ... ... ... ... E?
145 BLAST J033211−275859 53.04655 −27.98295 1 0.165 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... S
146 BLAST J033000−275347 52.50169 −27.89651 1 0.143 0 RR ... ... ... ... S
147 BLAST J033110−274302 52.79279 −27.71546 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
148 BLAST J033104−275001 52.76799 −27.83581 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
149 BLAST J033612−281046 54.05851 −28.18294 0 0.1967 1 AAO 14.1 ± 8.1 0.81 AGN ... S?
152 BLAST J033648−271936 54.20443 −27.3274 0 0.1458 1 AAO 4.2 ± 10.8 1.09 AGN ... S?
153 BLAST J033116−263428 52.81561 −26.57759 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
154 BLAST J033541−285524 53.9221 −28.92295 0 0.12255 1 AAO 20.5 ± 5.3 0.46 ... ... S
155 BLAST J032929−284222 52.37317 −28.705265 0 0.07029 1 AAO 23.8 ± 2.5 0.38 ... ... S
157 BLAST J033609−280942 54.03839 −28.16214 0 0.31589 1 AAO 21.0 ± 6.5 0.62 AGN? ... S
158 BLAST J033307−281412 53.280815 −28.2363 1 0.038 0 RR ... ... ... ... S
160 BLAST J032843−274414 52.18251 −27.73569 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... S?
162 BLAST J033154−274406 52.979145 −27.73628 1 0.7584 1 AAO ... ... ... ... BC?
163 BLAST J033114−273412 52.80916 −27.570105 1 0.53355 1 AAO ... ... ... ... IS?
165 BLAST J033605−293357 54.02465 −29.5702 0 0.45211 0 RR ... ... ... ... S
166 BLAST J033053−293431 52.72938 −29.57429 0 0.200653 1 AAO ... ... ... ... E?
167 BLAST J033247−274221 53.199495 −27.709135 1 0.98054 1 AAO ... ... AGN (NED) Q C
168 BLAST J033110−275303 52.79792 −27.88302 1 0.2652 1 AAO ... ... ... ... S
169 BLAST J033235−280626 53.14828 −28.10735 1 1.547 0 RR ... ... ... ... C
170 BLAST J033039−275805 52.66032 −27.96378 1 0.337 0 RR ... ... ... ... ...
173 BLAST J033132−281257 52.88347 −28.21739 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
174 BLAST J033229−273948 53.12323 −27.66337 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
175 BLAST J033619−272415 54.08544 −27.40627 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
178 BLAST J033600−265102 54.00227 −26.8485 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
179 BLAST J033259−273536 53.24711 −27.59284 1 0.892 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... ...
180 BLAST J033304−271943 53.27217 −27.33042 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
183 BLAST J033245−281104 53.18489 −28.18372 1 0.30017 0 RR ... ... ... ... S
184 BLAST J033350−273520 53.459 −27.58877 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
185 BLAST J033424−274514 53.60793 −27.75361 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...




ID BLAST name αBLAST δBLAST deep z flag spec-z provenance Hα EWrf [NII]/Hα AGN flag Q flag morphology
196 BLAST J033211−280514 53.05099 −28.087925 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
197 BLAST J033335−273244 53.39648 −27.54589 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
198 BLAST J033215−273930 53.06753 −27.65851 1 1.32358 1 AAO ... ... Quasar Q C
200 BLAST J033440−275630 53.67054 −27.94207 1 0.127 0 RR ... ... ... ... S?
202 BLAST J032742−281911 51.9274 −28.3152 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
203 BLAST J033529−281053 53.875965 −28.18574 0 ... ... ... ... ... AGN (NED) Q? C
204 BLAST J033336−274359 53.401885 −27.731985 1 1.461 0 EAZY ... ... AGN (NED) Q C
205 BLAST J032713−285101 51.80349 −28.85086 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
207 BLAST J033353−275555 53.47468 −27.930105 1 1.93998 1 AAO ... ... Quasar Q C
208 BLAST J033015−273940 52.56557 −27.66277 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
210 BLAST J033335−274827 53.39681 −27.805595 1 1.165 0 COMBO17 ... ... ... ... ...
212 BLAST J033127−281027 52.86584 −28.17471 1 0.986 0 RR ... ... ... ... S?
213 BLAST J033402−273916 53.51502 −27.656585 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
218 BLAST J033141−275530 52.924145 −27.927055 1 1.111 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... ...
219 BLAST J033150−270007 52.95915 −27.00111 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
220 BLAST J033440−274905 53.6662 −27.81678 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
221 BLAST J033211−273729 53.048555 −27.62394 1 1.56472 1 AAO ... ... Quasar Q C
222 BLAST J032753−284023 51.9713 −28.67426 0 1.128 0 RR ... ... ... ... RC?
223 BLAST J033423−274409 53.59818 −27.74068 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
225 BLAST J033123−275233 52.84398 −27.88026 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
226 BLAST J033723−274021 54.34546 −27.67242 0 1.80174 1 AAO ... ... Quasar Q C
231 BLAST J033409−275213 53.541355 −27.870135 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
232 BLAST J033213−272619 53.05288 −27.43903 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
235 BLAST J033302−275635 53.26098 −27.94549 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
236 BLAST J033336−275328 53.39511 −27.88722 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
238 BLAST J032813−285930 52.06044 −28.98913 0 0.439 0 RR ... ... ... ... ...
239 BLAST J033120−274933 52.83408 −27.82483 1 0.842 0 COMBO17 ... ... ... ... BC?
240 BLAST J033306−274415 53.27565 −27.73757 1 0.879 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... ...
245 BLAST J032752−290904 51.96693 −29.1531 0 0.337 0 RR ... ... ... ... E
246 BLAST J033053−275704 52.72465 −27.95224 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
248 BLAST J033346−271431 53.44989 −27.24417 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... S?
250 BLAST J033138−274122 52.91475 −27.68874 1 2.212 0 EAZY ... ... ... Q C
252 BLAST J033545−290948 53.9439 −29.16091 0 0.28233 0 RR ... ... ... ... ...
253 BLAST J032726−291936 51.86079 −29.32844 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q C
254 BLAST J033141−273107 52.91843 −27.51704 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
255 BLAST J033122−275130 52.840975 −27.856485 1 1.337 0 COMBO17 ... ... ... Q C
257 BLAST J032550−284919 51.46241 −28.82178 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
259 BLAST J033105−280634 52.77208 −28.10434 1 0.16701 1 AAO 37.5 ± 3.8 0.54 ... ... S
261 BLAST J033306−272831 53.27457 −27.47684 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q? C
262 BLAST J033242−275511 53.179985 −27.920665 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q C
264 BLAST J033306−271435 53.27784 −27.24149 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
265 BLAST J033127−274430 52.86584 −27.74164 1 0.216 1 NEDc ... ... ... ... C?
266 BLAST J033342−275117 53.43335 −27.85256 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
270 BLAST J033251−273417 53.21302 −27.56991 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
274 BLAST J033053−275513 52.71999 −27.91641 1 0.89505 1 AAO ... ... ... ... E
275 BLAST J033149−280936 52.95832 −28.16156 1 1.455 0 RR ... ... ... Q C
277 BLAST J033254−273308 53.2304 −27.55273 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
280 BLAST J033351−273306 53.46829 −27.55235 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
288 BLAST J033507−275242 53.78062 −27.88157 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...




ID BLAST name αBLAST δBLAST deep z flag spec-z provenance Hα EWrf [NII]/Hα AGN flag Q flag morphology
294 BLAST J033324−273432 53.354965 −27.57337 1 0.504 0 COMBO17 ... ... ... ... ...
302 BLAST J033552−275511 53.97283 −27.91971 0 1.884 0 RR ... ... ... ... ...
303 BLAST J033121−275803 52.84267 −27.965485 1 0.52975 1 AAO ... ... ... ... E
304 BLAST J033231−280437 53.1321 −28.07667 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
307 BLAST J033210−270531 53.04573 −27.09132 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
309 BLAST J033113−273016 52.80434 −27.50111 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q ...
311 BLAST J033017−283020 52.57364 −28.50466 0 2.565 0 RR ... ... ... ... C?
318 BLAST J033210−280711 53.04041 −28.12135 1 0.9805 1 AAO ... ... ... ... ...
319 BLAST J033036−273717 52.64954 −27.62388 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
320 BLAST J032656−291615 51.74249 −29.27044 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q C
322 BLAST J033321−280333 53.34598 −28.05703 1 1.1365 0 EAZY ... ... ... ... ...
323 BLAST J033557−283540 53.98524 −28.59187 0 0.4388 0 RR ... ... ... ... IS?
329 BLAST J033332−281348 53.39012 −28.23444 1 1.37631 1 AAO ... ... Quasar Q C
332 BLAST J033038−274738 52.66361 −27.79376 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... Q C
333 BLAST J033649−275932 54.20814 −27.99234 0 0.698 0 RR ... ... ... ... ...
335 BLAST J033611−290528 54.05066 −29.08868 0 0.42561 0 RR ... ... ... ... S
339 BLAST J033018−285124 52.57649 −28.85588 0 0.47231 0 RR ... ... ... ... S
341 BLAST J033445−275038 53.69046 −27.84443 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
342 BLAST J032745−292408 51.9383 −29.39774 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
343 BLAST J033430−273704 53.62629 −27.61929 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
344 BLAST J033239−280553 53.16118 −28.09707 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
346 BLAST J032702−281055 51.7626 −28.18012 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
355 BLAST J033117−272006 52.8241 −27.33796 0 0.1064 1 AAO 15.1 ± 5.0 0.37 ... ... ...
359 BLAST J033545−272937 53.94254 −27.49272 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
360 BLAST J032735−285902 51.89937 −28.98942 0 0.432 0 RR ... ... ... Q C
368 BLAST J032957−290321 52.48499 −29.05382 0 0.07037 1 AAO ... ... ... ... S
369 BLAST J033359−293715 53.49599 −29.62169 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... S
376 BLAST J033031−264922 52.63121 −26.82185 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Note.—Reading from the left, the columns are: the BLAST identification number; the full IAU name of the BLAST source; the position of the counterpart
(the arithmetic mean between the two sets of coordinates if both the radio and 24µm counterparts are present); flag indicating whether the source is located
within BGS-Deep; the redshift; flag indicating whether the redshift is spectroscopic or photometric; the provenance of the redshift (see Section 2.6 for details);
the Hα rest-frame Equivalent Width (EWrf ) from AAOmega spectra, in A˚, with uncertainty; the ratio of the flux in the [NII] 658.3 line to the flux in the
Hα line, from AAOmega spectra; column assessing the presence of an AGN in the host galaxy, based on line ratios ([NII]/Hα >0.6, Kauffmann et al. 2003;
Miller et al. 2003), or of a quasar, based solely on the broadness of the lines (we also indicate with “NED” objects flagged as AGN in NED); column assessing
whether the objects is a quasar (Q), based solely on optical and mid-IR (IRAC) colors (see Section 6 for details); morphological classification: S=spiral, IS
= interacting system, E = elliptical, C = compact, RC = red compact, BC = blue compact (see Section 7 for details).
aColless et al. (2003)
bRatcliffe et al. (1998)




Primary counterparts to ≥ 5σ BLAST sources: UV and FIR properties
ID GALEX name αGALEX δGALEX FUV NUV E(B − V ) SFRFUV SFRNUV LFIR M⋆
1 GALEX J032920.6−280800 52.336213 −28.133591 17.23 ± 0.12 16.795 ±0.067 0.0071 2.01 ± 0.22 3.25 ± 0.2 4.94+0.17
−0.16
...
2 GALEX J032956.4−284633 52.485265 −28.775954 17.78 ± 0.12 17.051 ±0.067 0.01456 1.22 ± 0.14 2.59 ± 0.16 2.85+0.06
−0.10 ...
3 GALEX J032740.9−282320 51.920727 −28.389056 19.09 ± 0.12 18.637 ±0.067 0.00862 0.94 ± 0.1 1.55 ± 0.1 10.5+0.2
−0.4
...
4 GALEX J033235.0−275532 53.14599 −27.925756 20.49 ± 0.12 20.176 ± 0.068 0.00864 0.1 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 0.55+0.10
−0.04
...
5 GALEX J033131.3−272846 52.880468 −27.479551 19.23 ± 0.12 18.716 ±0.067 0.00995 1.01 ± 0.11 1.76 ± 0.11 2.64+0.44
−0.11
...
6 GALEX J033229.8−274423 53.124378 −27.73994 19.97 ± 0.12 19.435 ± 0.067 0.0092 0.66 ± 0.07 1.17 ± 0.07 3.21+0.37
−0.31
...
7 GALEX J033249.8−273433 53.207886 −27.575957 22.08 ± 0.13 21.065 ±0.068 0.00827 1.16 ± 0.14 2.89 ± 0.18 27.4+4.9
−3.3
12.791 ±2.442
8 GALEX J033549.0−274919 53.95423 −27.822048 21.95 ± 0.13 20.976 ± 0.073 0.01343 0.56 ± 0.07 1.43 ± 0.1 63.2+1.2
−4.4
...
9 GALEX J032916.5−273921 52.318753 −27.655832 17.01 ± 0.12 16.65 ± 0.067 0.01112 0.38 ± 0.04 0.58 ± 0.04 0.30+0.02
−0.01
...
10 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3.02+0.27
−0.28
...
11 GALEX J033424.5−274530 53.602409 −27.758395 19.44 ± 0.12 19.018 ±0.067 0.00853 2.94 ± 0.33 4.61 ± 0.29 5.71+1.29
−0.42
...
12 GALEX J032907.6−284117 52.281953 −28.688087 20.41 ± 0.12 19.625 ±0.067 0.01167 0.35 ± 0.04 0.78 ± 0.05 6.62+0.40
−0.32
4.253 ±0.837
13 GALEX J032949.4−285057 52.455946 −28.849296 20.45 ± 0.12 19.843 ±0.068 0.0121 0.44 ± 0.05 0.83 ± 0.05 8.11+0.22
−0.81
1.228 ± 0.315
15 GALEX J033341.7−280736 53.423854 −28.126769 21.42 ± 0.12 20.352 ±0.068 0.00853 4.47 ± 0.5 10.97 ± 0.69 36.2+8.3
−8.2
19.742 ±3.56
16 GALEX J033059.4−281000 52.74774 −28.166835 18.64 ± 0.12 18.225 ±0.067 0.00926 2.34 ± 0.26 3.73 ± 0.23 4.72+0.31
−0.46
1.718 ±0.35
17 GALEX J033249.5−275839 53.206398 −27.977736 ... 23.738 ± 0.125 0.00806 ... 9.67 ± 1.11 404+190
−127
8.151 ± 1.516
18 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
19 GALEX J033417.6−273931 53.57366 −27.658699 21.42 ± 0.12 20.682 ±0.068 0.00846 0.66 ± 0.07 1.37 ± 0.09 10.2+1.8
−0.9
...
20 GALEX J033341.2−273808 53.421869 −27.635593 22.98 ± 0.13 22.176 ±0.072 0.00802 0.07 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 7.00+0.47
−0.84 ...
21 GALEX J033151.5−281227 52.964884 −28.207763 21.05 ± 0.12 20.562 ±0.068 0.00938 1.47 ± 0.16 2.37 ± 0.15 12.4+1.5
−2.5
10.541 ±2.014
22 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 498+582
−148
3.896 ± 1.228
23 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 142+68
−64
5.825 ± 1.132
24 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
26 GALEX J033245.9−275745 53.191281 −27.962535 19.88 ± 0.12 19.477 ±0.067 0.00806 1.34 ± 0.15 2.09 ± 0.13 3.00+0.25
−0.89
3.08 ±0.536
27 GALEX J032957.0−281840 52.48763 −28.311293 18.52 ± 0.12 17.865 ±0.067 0.00898 1.53 ± 0.17 3.05 ± 0.19 2.18+0.32
−0.24
1.238 ±0.246
28 GALEX J033318.1−280908 53.3254 −28.152402 25.7 ± 0.33 25.746 ± 0.246 0.00841 ... ... ... ...
29 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6.06+0.39
−0.49
...
30 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
31 GALEX J033414.4−274221 53.560362 −27.706052 21.78 ± 0.12 20.954 ±0.068 0.00844 0.23 ± 0.03 0.53 ± 0.03 3.33+0.65
−0.58
...
32 GALEX J033332.1−272917 53.383843 −27.488205 21.15 ± 0.12 20.51 ±0.068 0.0083 0.83 ± 0.09 1.57 ± 0.1 5.22+1.29
−0.93
...
34 GALEX J033149.6−274325 52.956886 −27.723754 ... 22.887 ± 0.083 0.00904 ... 3.48 ± 0.27 46.3+46.1
−10.4
15.243 ± 2.493
35 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1229+599
−436
4.604 ± 0.784
36 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1344+365
−670
12.073 ± 2.149
37 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
38 GALEX J033215.7−280348 53.065624 −28.063464 ... 23.01 ± 0.1 0.00764 ... 2.11 ± 0.19 59.2+8.1
−29.8
21.382 ± 3.922
39 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
40 GALEX J032821.0−292631 52.087587 −29.442053 19.67 ± 0.12 19.146 ±0.067 0.00854 0.78 ± 0.09 1.37 ± 0.08 4.34+0.92
−0.31
...
41 GALEX J033430.6−271914 53.627691 −27.320708 22.18 ± 0.13 20.743 ±0.069 0.01122 0.16 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.04 14.6+1.2
−1.1
...
42 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
43 GALEX J033309.7−274800 53.290632 −27.800154 22.38 ± 0.12 21.741 ±0.07 0.00814 0.43 ± 0.05 0.79 ± 0.05 7.78+0.73
−3.28
...
44 GALEX J033131.2−273236 52.879954 −27.543585 ... 23.862 ± 0.105 0.00871 ... ... ... ...
45 GALEX J033150.9−281120 52.96221 −28.18901 21.02 ± 0.12 20.68 ± 0.068 0.00938 2.17 ± 0.24 2.97 ± 0.19 8.89+2.67
−1.89
11.915 ± 1.891
46 GALEX J033110.5−265740 52.79395 −26.961304 18.9 ± 0.12 18.524 ± 0.067 0.00774 ... ... ... ...
47 GALEX J033110.8−275552 52.795045 −27.931179 22.53 ± 0.12 21.851 ±0.07 0.0086 ... ... ... ...
48 GALEX J033055.6−275501 52.732045 −27.917032 ... 21.0 ± 0.068 0.0090 ... ... ... ...
49 GALEX J033032.8−273539 52.636808 −27.594438 21.19 ± 0.12 20.536 ±0.069 0.00936 0.43 ± 0.05 0.84 ± 0.05 4.63+0.57
−0.77
4.769 ±0.916
50 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 70.1+7.3
−6.3
34.049 ± 6.752
51 GALEX J033046.2−275518 52.692639 −27.921688 25.13 ± 0.32 23.015 ±0.105 0.0090 0.49 ± 0.15 2.17 ± 0.21 212+12
−41
... ±...
52 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 86.6+13.3
−29.6
6.812 ± 1.202




ID GALEX name αGALEX δGALEX FUV NUV E(B − V ) SFRFUV SFRNUV LFIR M⋆
54 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 195+71
−114
2.177 ± 0.349
55 GALEX J033130.0−275602 52.87525 −27.933952 24.46 ± 0.19 22.243 ±0.078 0.00828 137.04 ± 24.31 288.87 ± 20.78 106+52
−27
20.026 ± 3.013
56 GALEX J033034.4−274328 52.643648 −27.72453 ... 24.576 ± 0.194 0.00846 ... ... ... ...
57 GALEX J033432.9−275148 53.637466 −27.863358 23.54 ± 0.14 22.283 ±0.076 0.00905 ... ... ... ...
58 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
60 GALEX J033422.1−275042 53.592338 −27.845121 ... 22.939 ± 0.094 0.00871 ... ... ... ...
61 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
62 GALEX J033120.1−275819 52.833759 −27.971939 ... 24.442 ± 0.504 0.0080 ... 1.14 ± 0.53 176+67
−56
...
63 GALEX J033316.4−275039 53.318678 −27.844186 21.93 ± 0.12 21.247 ±0.069 0.00738 0.14 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.02 1.76+0.25
−0.55
3.845 ±0.65
64 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
65 GALEX J033018.2−275500 52.575918 −27.916683 18.88 ± 0.12 18.508 ±0.067 0.00827 1.96 ± 0.22 2.99 ± 0.18 2.40+0.26
−0.56
1.911 ±0.381
66 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 835+256
−432
15.543 ± 2.356
68 GALEX J033146.6−275734 52.944236 −27.959632 24.44 ± 0.19 22.748 ±0.099 0.00818 0.31 ± 0.05 1.31 ± 0.12 46.9+7.4
−12.2
11.692 ±1.66
69 GALEX J033154.6−281035 52.977711 −28.176491 22.74 ± 0.23 21.844 ±0.12 0.00909 0.45 ± 0.1 1.03 ± 0.11 5.40+4.82
−1.83
4.392 ± 0.85
70 GALEX J033110.9−284832 52.795552 −28.80897 19.06 ± 0.12 18.7 ± 0.067 0.01024 3.21 ± 0.36 4.79 ± 0.3 6.51+0.13
−1.44
10.717 ± 2.23
71 GALEX J033140.6−272938 52.919358 −27.494078 21.62 ± 0.12 20.574 ±0.068 0.00888 0.11 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.02 1.22+0.39
−0.22
...
72 GALEX J033120.3−273346 52.834738 −27.562779 21.31 ± 0.12 20.713 ±0.069 0.00973 1.37 ± 0.16 2.41 ± 0.15 5.50+2.60
−1.44
8.098 ±1.493
73 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 497+573
−204
11.63 ± 1.93
75 GALEX J033114.5−273906 52.810475 −27.651857 22.46 ± 0.12 21.119 ±0.07 0.00914 1.32 ± 0.15 4.31 ± 0.28 10.1+7.2
−3.0
38.27 ±7.201
76 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 66.5+59.3
−24.3
8.598 ± 1.161
77 GALEX J033219.1−273138 53.079817 −27.527321 21.62 ± 0.12 21.032 ±0.068 0.00952 1.44 ± 0.16 2.45 ± 0.15 6.11+2.90
−3.01
12.134 ±2.735
78 GALEX J033401.5−274754 53.506405 −27.798424 ... 23.327 ± 0.504 0.00754 ... ... ... ...
80 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
83 GALEX J033634.3−284230 54.143208 −28.708474 21.53 ± 0.12 20.353 ±0.07 0.01355 1.18 ± 0.13 3.55 ± 0.23 28.2+0.6
−5.7
10.255 ±2.071
84 GALEX J033318.9−281434 53.329027 −28.242794 21.3 ± 0.12 20.741 ±0.069 0.00852 0.36 ± 0.04 0.64 ± 0.04 3.82+0.23
−1.06
6.028 ± 1.128
85 GALEX J033153.4−274950 52.972841 −27.830587 ... 23.772 ± 0.102 0.00798 ... 2.17 ± 0.2 105+31
−58
...
86 GALEX J033447.9−283009 53.699655 −28.502527 19.8 ± 0.12 19.295 ±0.068 0.00847 0.23 ± 0.03 0.39 ± 0.02 0.98+0.20
−0.08
0.815 ±0.129
87 GALEX J032746.7−265745 51.944804 −26.962548 19.37 ± 0.12 19.027 ±0.067 0.01328 ... ... 1.16+0.03
−0.25
...
88 GALEX J033637.3−284112 54.155408 −28.686825 19.89 ± 0.12 19.342 ±0.068 0.01355 0.59 ± 0.07 1.06 ± 0.07 3.79+0.52
−0.19
...
90 GALEX J032818.0−274307 52.07511 −27.718748 22.99 ± 0.16 21.647 ±0.073 0.01206 0.51 ± 0.07 1.7 ± 0.12 60.0+5.4
−6.9
...
92 GALEX J033241.8−280550 53.17437 −28.097491 23.45 ± 0.14 22.624 ±0.079 0.00717 0.47 ± 0.06 0.96 ± 0.07 6.51+8.38
−1.36
3.142 ±0.674
93 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
94 GALEX J033352.8−274347 53.470297 −27.729779 22.21 ± 0.12 21.255 ±0.069 0.0071 0.8 ± 0.09 1.92 ± 0.12 4.89+4.45
−1.38
...
95 GALEX J033343.0−270910 53.429287 −27.153012 20.0 ± 0.12 19.456 ±0.067 0.01134 0.53 ± 0.06 0.95 ± 0.06 3.33+0.47
−0.23
...
96 GALEX J033337.1−272906 53.404714 −27.485016 21.35 ± 0.12 20.749 ±0.068 0.00896 0.69 ± 0.08 1.27 ± 0.08 4.40+1.42
−1.04
...
97 GALEX J033316.2−280223 53.317712 −28.039773 23.1 ± 0.13 22.024 ±0.072 0.00675 0.93 ± 0.11 2.32 ± 0.15 6.97+5.74
−2.85 ...
98 GALEX J033214.3−273102 53.059692 −27.517126 22.98 ± 0.15 22.574 ±0.091 0.00924 ... ... ... ...
99 GALEX J033247.0−270708 53.195852 −27.11912 19.86 ± 0.12 19.29 ± 0.067 0.00891 ... ... ... ...
100 GALEX J033203.8−281015 53.016063 −28.17096 ... 23.483 ± 0.094 0.00843 ... 25.3 ± 2.19 337+262
−94
31.822 ±14.775
101 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
102 GALEX J033125.1−275211 52.85488 −27.869679 23.83 ± 0.13 22.265 ±0.073 0.00772 48.93 ± 6.04 32.23 ± 2.16 378+50
−197
19.499 ± 2.896
103 GALEX J032708.3−270524 51.784617 −27.090199 20.55 ± 0.12 19.824 ±0.068 0.01335 ... ... ... ...
106 GALEX J032704.4−280713 51.768423 −28.120328 23.8 ± 0.19 22.645 ±0.099 0.00944 ... ... 2.15+0.45
−0.70
...
109 GALEX J033408.0−275407 53.533691 −27.902007 21.4 ± 0.12 20.924 ±0.068 0.00744 ... ... ... ...
110 GALEX J033217.7−275058 53.07384 −27.84969 23.95 ± 0.17 23.043 ±0.097 0.00776 0.04 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 1.78+0.94
−0.66 2.402 ±0.384
112 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 106+79
−53
0.402 ± 0.183
113 GALEX J033349.0−273843 53.454251 −27.645331 ... 22.678 ± 0.088 0.00802 ... ... ... ...
115 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
118 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...




ID GALEX name αGALEX δGALEX FUV NUV E(B − V ) SFRFUV SFRNUV LFIR M⋆
120 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
122 GALEX J033025.7−275017 52.607255 −27.838082 20.98 ± 0.12 20.351 ±0.067 0.00826 0.68 ± 0.08 1.28 ± 0.08 3.60+0.97
−0.95
3.238 ±0.628
123 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
125 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 30.3+14.5
−12.7
1.672 ± 0.598
126 GALEX J033212.5−283248 53.052314 −28.546836 23.26 ± 0.18 22.781 ±0.1 0.0082 10.69 ± 1.82 4.83 ± 0.45 53.0+25.0
−29.6
10.32 ±3.849
127 GALEX J033225.7−291709 53.107192 −29.285858 19.14 ± 0.12 18.734 ±0.067 0.00979 4.43 ± 0.49 6.8 ± 0.42 7.06+1.07
−1.46 8.745 ±1.719
128 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 58.5+120.5
−56.2
48.841 ± 9.912
129 GALEX J033227.3−284157 53.113772 −28.699345 22.89 ± 0.14 21.648 ±0.072 0.00999 0.24 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.05 8.86+1.87
−1.67
4.049 ±0.806
130 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 20.6+20.3
−3.0
5.854 ± 1.023
131 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 28.0+71.3
−19.5
9.677 ± 1.357
132 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 84.0+33.1
−52.5
3.939 ± 0.763
134 GALEX J032813.0−270449 52.054388 −27.080549 18.37 ± 0.12 18.001 ±0.067 0.01253 ... ... 0.86+0.10
−0.11
...
135 GALEX J033133.9−282403 52.891282 −28.400861 23.29 ± 0.14 22.015 ±0.07 0.0087 0.48 ± 0.06 1.5 ± 0.1 24.3+5.6
−6.3
6.369 ± 1.671
136 GALEX J033228.5−273536 53.11883 −27.593592 25.92 ± 0.3 23.828 ±0.121 0.0097 0.89 ± 0.24 1.82 ± 0.2 15.4+11.2
−2.9
37.782 ±12.281
137 GALEX J032821.5−280811 52.089837 −28.136439 20.49 ± 0.12 19.866 ±0.068 0.00842 3.69 ± 0.41 6.55 ± 0.41 22.4+2.9
−4.5
...
138 GALEX J033348.9−275014 53.453949 −27.837456 ... 25.064 ± 0.252 0.00622 ... ... ... ...
139 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 59.3+7.7
−4.2
...
140 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
143 GALEX J033147.9−281007 52.949911 −28.168868 24.71 ± 0.24 21.189 ±0.07 0.00939 0.2 ± 0.04 4.75 ± 0.31 41.1+12.0
−13.5
16.095 ±3.185
145 GALEX J033211.1−275858 53.046532 −27.982875 20.08 ± 0.12 19.678 ±0.067 0.00852 7.45 ± 0.83 10.53 ± 0.65 2.80+1.92
−0.76
11.444 ±1.915
146 GALEX J033000.4−275346 52.501809 −27.896302 21.02 ± 0.12 20.379 ±0.068 0.00844 0.91 ± 0.1 1.74 ± 0.11 4.90+1.64
−0.79
13.495 ±2.621
147 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
148 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
149 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10.3+3.8
−1.1
6.664 ± 1.246
152 GALEX J033649.0−271938 54.204385 −27.327469 22.28 ± 0.13 21.756 ±0.078 0.01227 0.31 ± 0.04 0.52 ± 0.04 11.8+0.8
−2.9
...
153 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
154 GALEX J033541.2−285521 53.921886 −28.922714 20.12 ± 0.12 19.681 ±0.068 0.00957 1.53 ± 0.17 2.44 ± 0.15 4.65+0.33
−1.50
2.386 ±0.537
155 GALEX J032929.4−284218 52.372851 −28.705028 18.09 ± 0.12 17.747 ±0.067 0.01159 3.26 ± 0.36 4.83 ± 0.3 3.30+0.47
−0.45
1.821 ± 0.392
157 GALEX J033609.1−280944 54.037984 −28.162246 23.24 ± 0.19 21.793 ±0.094 0.01055 0.67 ± 0.12 2.4 ± 0.21 51.6+6.4
−10.8
18.643 ±3.62
158 GALEX J033307.3−281409 53.280691 −28.235987 19.82 ± 0.12 19.343 ±0.067 0.00824 0.19 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02 0.30+0.09
−0.07
0.389 ±0.081
160 GALEX J032843.6−274409 52.182047 −27.735859 22.57 ± 0.13 21.426 ±0.07 0.00847 ... ... ... ...
162 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 37.7+68.2
−39.8
3.452 ± 0.616
163 GALEX J033114.1−273411 52.809126 −27.569857 23.38 ± 0.13 21.643 ±0.073 0.00979 2.63 ± 0.33 7.99 ± 0.54 29.7+20.2
−11.2
8.753 ±1.525
165 GALEX J033605.9−293413 54.024817 −29.570388 22.86 ± 0.16 21.547 ±0.102 0.01119 0.78 ± 0.12 2.51 ± 0.23 20.2+20.4
−3.8 14.919 ±2.152
166 GALEX J033055.0−293426 52.729487 −29.574 23.39 ± 0.15 22.279 ± 0.075 0.01019 0.39 ± 0.06 1.07 ± 0.07 20.5+3.3
−1.9
11.484 ± 2.099
167 GALEX J033247.9−274232 53.199576 −27.709084 ... 23.291 ± 0.093 0.00866 ... 6.65 ± 0.57 76.6+86.0
−60.1
...
168 GALEX J033111.4−275257 52.797751 −27.882512 21.24 ± 0.12 20.616 ±0.068 0.00836 220.07 ± 24.58 60.6 ± 3.79 18.5+3.6
−9.1
5.826 ±1.729
169 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 190+243
−89
58.348 ± 8.475
170 GALEX J033038.4−275748 52.660132 −27.963382 25.29 ± 0.24 23.346 ±0.09 0.00808 0.12 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.05 14.0+3.5
−9.3
4.535 ±0.814
173 GALEX J033131.7−281304 52.882415 −28.21781 ... 23.887 ± 0.145 0.00964 ... ... ... ...
174 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
175 GALEX J033620.4−272422 54.085237 −27.406153 22.2 ± 0.14 21.557 ±0.075 0.01406 ... ... ... ...
178 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
179 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 74.0+37.9
−53.2
18.559 ± 2.851
180 GALEX J033305.2−271948 53.271911 −27.330179 23.24 ± 0.13 21.85 ±0.07 0.00741 ... ... ... ...
183 GALEX J033244.3−281100 53.184679 −28.183461 21.47 ± 0.12 20.878 ±0.068 0.00699 2.7 ± 0.3 4.5 ± 0.28 9.29+3.40
−6.47
9.438 ± 1.682
184 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
185 GALEX J033425.7−274515 53.60709 −27.754291 24.57 ± 0.36 23.602 ±0.164 0.00853 ... ... ... ...
188 GALEX J033110.8−275552 52.795045 −27.931179 22.53 ± 0.12 21.851 ±0.07 0.0086 0.99 ± 0.11 1.77 ± 0.11 13.5+7.1
−2.8
3.276 ±0.627




ID GALEX name αGALEX δGALEX FUV NUV E(B − V ) SFRFUV SFRNUV LFIR M⋆
197 GALEX J033335.1−273244 53.39624 −27.5457 24.86 ± 0.23 22.901 ± 0.12 0.00817 ... ... ... ...
198 GALEX J033216.3−273930 53.067966 −27.658439 23.93 ± 0.12 21.822 ±0.067 0.00956 62.19 ± 6.92 79.73 ± 4.93 83.3+267.0
−54.9
...
200 GALEX J033440.8−275630 53.670371 −27.941711 21.85 ± 0.12 21.294 ±0.068 0.0084 0.33 ± 0.04 0.59 ± 0.04 5.12+1.11
−1.66
...
202 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
203 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
204 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 195+253
−83
19.701 ± 2.747
205 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
207 GALEX J033353.7−275544 53.473739 −27.929006 22.4 ± 0.12 22.126 ±0.071 0.00648 1120.62 ± 127.35 424.35 ± 27.59 749+398
−341
...
208 GALEX J033015.8−273949 52.566056 −27.663656 25.13 ± 0.51 24.129 ±0.146 0.0081 ... ... ... ...
210 GALEX J033335.2−274815 53.396965 −27.8043 24.46 ± 0.16 22.928 ±0.126 0.00673 25.97 ± 3.86 16.4 ± 1.9 85.0+97.7
−58.6
10.078 ± 1.671
212 GALEX J033127.9−281028 52.866437 −28.174512 ... 23.496 ± 0.093 0.00923 ... 5.62 ± 0.48 248+97
−81
32.754 ± 6.222
213 GALEX J033403.8−273926 53.515887 −27.657481 ... 23.696 ± 0.114 0.00826 ... ... ... ...
218 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 168+83
−123
4.173 ± 0.755
219 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
220 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
221 GALEX J033211.6−273726 53.04849 −27.623971 ... 21.167 ± 0.068 0.00958 ... 341.74 ± 21.35 222+228
−140
...
222 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 549+122
−186
...
223 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
225 GALEX J033122.5−275248 52.843749 −27.880162 23.78 ± 0.16 20.06 ±0.067 0.00813 ... ... ... ...
226 GALEX J033722.8−274020 54.345093 −27.672332 ... 21.275 ± 0.071 0.01087 ... 661.27 ± 43.19 536+315
−176
...
231 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
232 GALEX J033212.3−272616 53.051583 −27.437917 ... 23.925 ± 0.106 0.00866 ... ... ... ...
235 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
236 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
238 GALEX J032814.4−285920 52.060386 −28.989039 ... 23.721 ± 0.231 0.00724 ... 0.78 ± 0.16 54.7+4.0
−12.7 ...
239 GALEX J033120.0−274931 52.833483 −27.825427 ... 23.816 ± 0.136 0.00778 ... 2.8 ± 0.35 74.2+30.6
−51.0
12.658 ± 1.65
240 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 149+29
−101
7.556 ± 1.381
245 GALEX J032752.0−290911 51.96666 −29.153239 23.63 ± 0.17 23.416 ±0.148 0.00888 0.54 ± 0.08 0.61 ± 0.08 17.7+4.8
−8.5
...
246 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
248 GALEX J033347.8−271439 53.449416 −27.24419 21.01 ± 0.12 20.521 ±0.068 0.00896 ... ... ... ...
250 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 726+371
−546
4.35 ± 3.472
252 GALEX J033546.3−290940 53.943079 −29.161188 23.14 ± 0.16 22.404 ±0.088 0.00962 0.75 ± 0.11 1.38 ± 0.11 8.00+5.49
−4.32
2.664 ±0.52
253 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
254 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
255 GALEX J033121.8−275123 52.840984 −27.85649 ... 23.72 ± 0.164 0.00778 ... 5.19 ± 0.79 414+272
−145
...
257 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
259 GALEX J033105.2−280614 52.771873 −28.103937 23.7 ± 0.14 22.53 ±0.076 0.00833 0.11 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.02 5.01+0.72
−3.72
3.666 ±0.697
261 GALEX J033305.8−272836 53.274333 −27.476814 ... 24.034 ± 0.109 0.0066 ... ... ... ...
262 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
264 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
265 GALEX J033127.8−274429 52.865944 −27.741601 23.01 ± 0.13 22.982 ±0.084 0.00734 ... ... 1.40+1.78
−1.29
...
266 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
270 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
274 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 85.6+77.9
−76.3
79.278 ± 15.63
275 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 603+192
−250
42.26 ± 14.891
277 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
280 GALEX J033352.3−273313 53.468291 −27.553668 ... 23.359 ± 0.101 0.00898 ... ... ... ...
288 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
289 GALEX J033101.4−273934 52.756057 −27.659615 ... 23.94 ± 0.138 0.00861 ... 0.22 ± 0.03 2.15+2.15
−1.57
0.034 ± 0.011






ID GALEX name αGALEX δGALEX FUV NUV E(B − V ) SFRFUV SFRNUV LFIR M⋆
302 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 278+758
−124
23.653 ± 3.354
303 GALEX J033122.2−275755 52.842805 −27.965377 24.3 ± 0.16 22.897 ±0.089 0.00851 1.09 ± 0.16 2.45 ± 0.2 39.3+27.1
−14.5
...
304 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
307 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
309 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
311 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 853+115
−31
50.648 ± 8.308
318 GALEX J033209.5−280716 53.039879 −28.121257 ... 24.553 ± 0.174 0.0078 ... 2.07 ± 0.33 29.7+10.6
−32.4
6.636 ± 2.516
319 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
320 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
322 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 17.4+149.1
−59.8
2.625 ± 0.397
323 GALEX J033556.4−283531 53.98499 −28.591981 ... 24.087 ± 0.147 0.01151 ... 0.22 ± 0.03 39.3+15.8
−7.4
17.128 ± 2.448
329 GALEX J033333.6−281403 53.390188 −28.234378 25.3 ± 0.31 23.153 ±0.12 0.00909 19.92 ± 5.7 28.16 ± 3.12 179+94
−103
44.785 ± 14.422
332 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
333 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 29.2+3.6
−3.6
10.517 ± 1.675
335 GALEX J033612.1−290520 54.05074 −29.089025 23.03 ± 0.17 22.304 ±0.09 0.01016 0.69 ± 0.11 1.29 ± 0.11 44.7+16.9
−7.9
29.11 ±4.433
339 GALEX J033018.2−285120 52.576305 −28.855675 24.8 ± 0.37 22.842 ±0.107 0.00979 0.18 ± 0.06 1.0 ± 0.1 48.5+25.9
−8.1
6.416 ±1.152
341 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
342 GALEX J032745.1−292350 51.93792 −29.397395 ... 22.528 ± 0.143 0.00822 ... ... ... ...
343 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
344 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
346 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
355 GALEX J033117.7−272016 52.824134 −27.337986 19.84 ± 0.12 19.571 ±0.068 0.00994 1.49 ± 0.17 2.04 ± 0.13 1.76+0.71
−0.54
...
359 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
360 GALEX J032735.8−285921 51.899171 −28.989387 23.39 ± 0.16 23.418 ±0.125 0.00902 1.25 ± 0.18 1.01 ± 0.12 7.57+3.33
−3.03
...
368 GALEX J032956.2−290313 52.484512 −29.053836 21.28 ± 0.12 20.769 ±0.069 0.00904 0.44 ± 0.05 0.75 ± 0.05 0.37+0.10
−0.19 0.25 ± 0.048
369 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
376 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Note.—Reading from the left, the columns are: the BLAST identification number; the full IAU name of the GALEX counterpart to the BLAST source; the
position of the GALEX counterpart; the flux in the FUV filter, in magnitudes, with uncertainty; the flux in the NUV filter, in magnitudes, with uncertainty;
Galactic extinction correction as from Schlegel et al. (1998), in magnitudes; star-formation rate as estimated from the FUV flux (see Equation 3), in M⊙ yr
−1, with
uncertainty (note that we listed SFRFUV for all FUV sources, even if only those with z < 0.36 are to be considered reliable, see Section 4.2); star-formation rate as
estimated from the NUV flux (see Equation 3), in M⊙ yr
−1, with uncertainty (note that we listed SFRNUV for all NUV sources, even if only those with z < 0.91
are to be considered reliable, see Section 4.2); rest-frame bolometric FIR luminosity of the BLAST ID, in 1010 L⊙, with upper and lower uncertainties (note that
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